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Dear Students:
As soon as it is published a yearbook becomes

a historical document. It chronicles moments in the

life of a school community over the period of a par-

ticular school year.

However, a yearbook is a historical document

that can evoke many different emotions in people.

We can fondly recall the successes and accomplish-

ments of the past and re-experience the joys of the

friendships we enjoyed. We can also recall the hurts

and embarrassments of other moments and the pain

of lost friendships. Revisiting the good and the bad

of the past ought to help us grow and develop so tha

we are better people in the present.

May this yearbook bring you moments of reflec

tion that will help you to grow in God's love and grao

as the years go by!

Fr. Joe Redican, CSI

Presider
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Dear Students:
The school year of 2009/2010 has come to its

conclusion and the memorable moments have hope-

fully been captured in the pages of this edition of The

Tower. Though these pages will always present the

viewer with a sense of nostalgia, the memories are

also the building blocks of tomorrow. It is up to each

and every one of us to take the lessons learned dur-

ing this school year and help create a brighter future.

What stands out the most in every St. Michael's

yearbook for me is the genuine sense of enthusiasm

and community that is displayed. Whether it is the

Basil ians, faculty, staff, students, parents, or alumni,

each group and each individual within the St. Mi-

chael's community has a role to play. Much like our

predecessors, we work together in the best interest of

St. Michael's to ensure a unique Catholic, academic,

and co-curricular experience for the young men who

walk our hallways.

It is my sincere hope that you look back on this

school year with fondness. The graduating class has

left its indelible mark and we wish them all of the best

as they spread their wings beyond St. Michael's. To

the returning students, continue the legacy of com-

mitment that is present in these pages and continue

to foster our positive reputation.

Mr. Terence Sheridan

Principal



With the appointment of Joe Brisbois '67, in

2001, St. Michael's made history in his being named

the first lay Principal in its 149 year history.

"Little did I realize as a student that I would

one day return to St. Mike's as its first lay Principal,"

reminisces Joe. The journey has indeed been cir-

cuitous. After graduation, he earned a Bachelor of

Business Administration in 1971 from the University

of Western Ontario. His first job was with Olivetti of

Canada. Not fully content, he followed his dream and

enrolled in the Faculty of Education at the University

of Toronto where he received both a Bachelor of Edu-

cation and a Masters of Education. His career in edu-

cation began in 1973 as a teacher at Britannia Sec-

ondary School in Peel. From 1975 to 1984, he worked

as the Head of the Business Education Department

at Cardinal Newman High School. His time in admin-

istration has included Vice Principal positions at Fr.

Henry Carr High School and Mary Ward High School.

He also served as Principal of Henry Carr, and in

1996 became the first lay Principal of Brebeuf College

School.

During Joe Brisbois' years at St. Michael's as

Principal, a focus was placed on student develop-

ment in the areas of spirituality, academics, extra-

curricular and personal growth. Joe established

a community feeling and encouraged stakeholder

involvement through a number of committees in such

areas as school review and planning, nutrition, spiri-

tuality, technology and speaker programmes. After

consulting with parent and staff committees, the

Learning Enrichment Centre was introduced under

the direction of Barbara Csenge. An outdoor educa-

tion programme was established with Bill Fifield as

well as a leadership programme with Francesco



Bazzocchi '83. A mentorship programme was initiated

to encourage personal and professional development

for staff.

School reviews by the Ministry of Education

and the Basilian Fathers were successfully handled

by the administration and the staff under Joe's di-

rection. As the school expanded, he encouraged

the development of a leadership course, a Spanish

programme and a new grade 12 church and culture

course. Assessment and evaluation parameters were

expanded to respond to Ministry requirements. A

crisis response programme was completed to allow

for the effective handling of emergencies. Many areas

within the school benefited from Joe's leadership.

The number of clubs and activitiesincreased, the arts

programme expanded to include the establishment of

the Arts Week. The scope of athletics increased with

additional varsity and intramural teams to respond to

expanded students interest. A grade 12 retreat

was established to assist students with the transi-

tion from a Catholic high school to post-secondary

education. A grade 11 career day was initiated, with

the assistance of Luciano Volpe '93 and other alumni

to help students with future educational and career

planning. Joe looks forward to providing further ser-

vice either teaching at the university level or provid-

ing educational leadership at another school.

Joe and his wife, Antoinette, are long time

residents of Leaside, a short bike ride to the school.

Sons, Eddie '98 and Michael '04 and daughter, Mi-

chele, complete the Brisbois' household. Joe's career

has been one of personal satisfaction. He thanks

the "Basilians, staff, administration, alumni, parents

and friends of St. Michael's who have my greatest

respect. It's been a pleasure working in a motivating

environment."
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AlexAcosta

Andrew Badali

Alexander Boudreau

Jack Bulger

Justin Bulicz

Michael Byrne

Joshua Camson

Jonathan Cockett

Michael Colalillo

Francesco Colosimo

Alexander Costantino

Ciaron Costello

Michael D'Alessandro

Jose Davila

Sean Davis

Thomas Di Michele

Nicholas DiLeo

Matthew DiNunzio

Michael DiSchiavi

Julian Drudi

Nicholas Ellerton

Vincent Fabiano

Mason Falbo

James Flanagan

Martin Ford

Andre Furlanetto

JohnPaul Gonsalves

Alex Hale

Alex Horawski

Auggie Houston

Honour Society
Qrade 8 Qrade 9

Ryan Hunt

Noah Jordan

Kaeil Jun

Sean Killin

Justin Kim

Max Kowalski

Cosimo Lazzarino

Alexander Mangiardi

Lou Martchenko

Jack Martin

Goran Mihic

James Moriyama

Liam Naysmith

Nicholas Nemeth

Erik Neville

Anthony Oliva

Dylan Ormesher

Adam Pappas

Avery Perri

Michael Pontarollo

Spencer Poole

Lucas Primucci

Jack Reddon

Mathew\ Rondinone

Joseph Ross

Gianni Sallese

Luke Sarabia

Graham Sidwell

Rambert Sin

Niall Smith

Daniel Tatangelo

Aidan Tighe

Darren Tse

Gavin Van Elsberg

Owain West

Ryan Whealy

Qrade 10
Alexander Alberelli

Michael Amatangelo

Eric Balawejder

Christian Barker

Spencer Bayley

Alex Belardi

Nick Benseler

Jean-David Brachman

Luca Breda

Timothy Burke

Patrick Cameron

Matthew Camuti

Esteban Cardenas

Landon Catenacci

Albert Chlapowski

Graham Chow

Stefan Colangelo

Christopher Collins

Rowan Cornish

Philip Corvinelli

Sean Costen

Gianluca Curcuruto

Christopher da Silva

Hafiz Damji

Julian D'Angelo

Christopher Dawoud

David De Fulviis

Robert De Santis

Justin DeMarchi

Dany Demyanenko
Daniel Derkach

Daniel Di Giorgio

Michele DiLeo

Alex DiLucia

Georgian Dimopoulos

David DiSchiavi

Patrick Durgy

Peter Casper III Dyloco

Marc Ercolao

Liam Fitzpatrick

Jonathon Fossella

Thomas Gariepy

Anthony Giuliano

Matias Gonzalez Del Valle

Andrew Greco

Joshua Jordan

Mathew Kahansky

Christian Karayannides

Brady Kerrigan

Andrew Kocur

Joseph Lee

William Lee

Cameron Lindsay

Felipe Llano

Robert Longo

Matthew Loparco

Michael Loreto

David Maunder

Christian Mazzanti

Matthew Mazzuca

William McNee

Daniel McRae

Mitchell Mehling

Nikita Mikhailov

Nathan Moore

Bennet Murray

Mario Nasturzio

Danny Nguyen

Garrett Palin

Mitchell Passarelli

Chris Piatek

Frank Pizzimenti

Jackson Poldrugovac

Peter Rea

William Richardson

Conor Ross

Eric Roth

Jonathan Rudyk

Thomas Sebastiano

Joshua Sekhar

Humbert Sin

Stefan Sistilli-Sguazzin

Brendan Smith

Dawson Sprigings

Adam Strychaluk

Michael Tatangelo

Matthew Tatarsky

Luca Tonin

Steven Tracogna

Tyler Whealy

Victor Williams

Hanson Wong

Niall Wronski

Johann Xavier

David Young

Martin Zhang

Patrick Zisser

Jian Al-Khalid

Joshua Anor

Benett Blazevski

Peter Brown

Rob Byckowski

Paul Callaghan

Duncan Campbell

Robert Celik

Kieran Colford

Marco Convertini

Jason De Angelis

Mario Di Nucci

Jacob Domitrovic

Alec Dowell

Michael Dunphy

Patrick D'Uva

Connor Emeny

Paul Endrizzi

Thomas Flack

Luke Foster

Angus Gaffney

Alexander George

Anthony Giagiari

Jack Gordon

Jesse Hernandez

Matthew Howard

Alex Kim

John Kim

Alexander Kruczkowski

Michael La Rosa

Josh La Selva

Marc Lawrence

David Lee

Matthew Macciacchera

Michael Mah

Nicholas Maida

Marc Anthony

Manzo

Lucas Marques

Ethan Martin

Eric Mauti

Ryan McClelland

Matthew Mcintosh

Christopher Nolfi

Marc Palumbo

Gabriel Petitpas Fung

Nicola Pirone

Alex Post

Michael Puopolo

Christian Rocca

Andy Seo

Alex Tonelli

Mitchell Valic

Nicholas Vavaroutsos

Michael-Antonio Vergara

Jacob Webster

Alson Wong

Dominic Agostini Jordan DeKort

Nello Altomare David Del Balso

SalvatoreAsta Michael DeMarchi

Steven Atkinson Ryan Deshpande

Paul Azzopardi Vincent Di Nunzio

Thomas Badali

Ottavio Bagnoli Benedetto DiManno

Joseph Bancheri Guile Domingo

Cole Bardawill Connor Donovan

Andrew Bames Benjamin Doran

Robert Basmadjian Luke Drudi

Thomas Beretta Brian Earl

Alexander Bran- Boris Eng

dimarte Benjamin Falconer

Jonathan Caklos Michael Fallone

Zachary Campbell Gregory Fedele

Michael Camovale Marco Ferraro

Bruno Carusi James Fleming

Joseph Cattana Siddart Fredrick

Luca Cepparo Matthew Freibauer

Haig Chahinian Rocky Fuda

Angus Cheng Jason Galli

Matthew Clemenzi Kevin Gilligan

Marco Coccari Ryan Grippo

Matthew Costa-Parke Cameron Hart

Daniel Cubellis Liam Higgins

Pablo Davila Matthew Hinnecke

Alessandro de Boyrie Adam Hojka

Mark De Paolis Joseph Hollis

Nicholas de Ruiter Michael laboni

Anthony lafrate

Andrian Janes

Loughlin Kelly

Jake Kutkevicius

Jermaine Lawrence

Alexander DiGiovanni Charles Lindsay

William Loumankis

John Luik

Jonah Macan

Samuel MacMillan

Daniel Mancuso

Gabriel Mangalindan

Mark Manolescu

Michael Mantenuto

Matthew Marcoccia

Nestor Maslej

Liam Mather

Andrew Mazzanti

Mathew McDonald

Sean Megna

Daniel Melfi

Philip Messina

Stephen Messina

Morgan Moffat

Dominic Moscarello

Andrew Mullen

Prem Anil Nichani

Jonathan Palozzi

Christian Paniccia

Oliver Petrela Sobotik

Vittorio Pirone

Joseph Pizzimenti

Simon Polan-CouilU

William Quaglietta

Matthew Quarisa

Anthony Rago

Ernesto Ramos

Paolo Reffo

Alexander Riccardi

Jack Romano

Lucas Roppo

Matthew Scott

Ashley Sebastian

Lucas Sgro

Daniel Sheedy

Dylan Skule

Dariusz Sokol-Rand

Matteo Stellato

Andrew Storus

Jonathan Swyers

Matthew Thurton

Jude Thusiar

Ian Tramble

Luis Vera

Phillip Vescio

Christopher Weigan*

Christopher Wilson

Calvin Won
Anson Wong

Luca Zuliani

Alex Zulys

Qrade 11 Onbario Scholars
Beraki Abraha

Xavier Agostini

John Altorio

Gabriel Branyiczky

Stefan Calabrese

Christopher Campbell

Erin Campos

Gianluca Canaletti

Jesse Carere

John Castellarin

Giuseppe Clemenzi

Matthew Cressatti

Joseph Cristello

Christopher Cundari

Anthony D'Angelo

Ryan Dawson

Christopher De Carlo

Stephen De Souza

Alexander DeCiantis

Luca Di Donato

David Di Fonzo

Joseph Di Michele

Brennan Donville

Gordon Dri

David D'Ulisse

Andrew Effat

Alexander Emeny

Kevin Fitzgerald

Alexander Freibauer

Anthony Fung

Alexander Gasser

Gabriel Gemmiti

Andreas Giannaris

Jonathan Goldnau-Vogt

Matthew Got

Michael Halamicek

David Harris

Andrew Harvey

Michael Harvey

Shu Hayakawa

Oscar Hernandez

David Howard

Brendan Hynes

Christian lozzo

Drake Kaminski

Kent Kaminski

James Kemp

Andrew Kim

Paul Kim

Christopher Kovach

Yongwoo (Felix) Lee

Mark Leshchyshyn

Thomas Liddy

Joseph Loreto

Jonathan Mastrogiacomo

Dylan Mattson

David Mauti

Travis McCallum

Matthew Meehan

Robert Micieli

Giancarlo Mignardi

Steven Monardo

Brian Morton

Andrew Nestico

Michael Nisiewicz

Brian Page

Patrick Paolini

Elliot Park

Alexander Petrela-

Sobotik

Robert Politano

Lucas Porco

Philip Protomanni

John Reiter

Mackenzie Richardson

David Rossetti

Mario Rotundo

Mark Sandor

John Luke Santia

Dane Saunders

Lucas Savini

Matthew Serfilippi

Alexander Sgorlon

Conor Sheridan

Nicholas Singh-Pick-

ersgill

Andrew Spacca

Nicholas Tersigni

Prashanth Thambipillai

Fred Tonelli

Brian Tse

Christian Vavaroutsos

Andrea Villacci

Matthew Walcher

D'Arcy White

Brandon Willett

Newton Wong

Horace Wu
David Yu

Michael Yu

Andrew Abballe

Francis Ayling

Kevin Badali

David Bailie

Conor Barker

Christopher Barry

Mathieu Birtles

Rudy Bocchicchio

Eric Buzzin

Ryan Caims

Matthew Campbell

Maura Cappa

Mitchell Caprelli

Kevin CarmonaMurphy

Christopher Carrick

Devin Cattelan

Daniel Cheley

John-Alexander Cho

KyungAnChoi

Acton Clarkin

Benjamin Clune

Patrick Colangelo

Joseph Cramarossa

Nicolas Daniele

Andrew Dawson

Julian De Gasperis

Matthew De Santis

Julian Del Medico

Alexander DeMarchi

Joshua D'Souza

Vlad Dumitrescu

AndrewEllis

Andrew Ferrazzutti

Alessandro Finateri-

Conor Fitzpatrick

Graeme Glebe

John Glynn

LazaroJay Gonzales

Sebastian Gorlewski

Michael Gritti

Andrew Hand

Martin Harvey

Benjamin Ho

Matthew Jaglowitz

James Jun

Michael Keegan

William Kitchens

Andrew Komarnycky

Andrew Kucey

Mark Lauriola

Andrew Lee

Peter Loparco

George Mason

Paolo Mastracci

Michael Mastrella

Elliot Mayhew

Patrick Mazurek

Joseph Mazzuca

Cameron McCracken

Evan\ Mclntyre

Mark Melfi

Simon Minatel

Fernando Monge-Loria

Robert Morettin

Michael Naccarato

Sanghyun Nam
Aaron Noronha

Patrick Nunziata

Ellery O'Hara

Stefano Oliverio

Dafe Oputu

Benedetto Palombo

Michael Paolucci

Michael Paulo

Alessandro«Rianosi

Adam Pietrangele

Alexander Protomanni

Vincent Rago

Franco Recchia

Mark\Reitmeier

Eric Reyes

Grant Richardson »
David Rocco

Jonathan Roth

Michael Rowe

Michael Ruffolo

Liam Sako

SandroSaldutto

Matthew Salituro

Ian Sheriff

William Sinclair

Ian Stansfield

Stephen Tarn

Daniel Tamburri

Paul Taylor

Kevin Terceros

Andrew Tersigni

Clarke Thompson

Kevin Toda

Thomas Toll

Andrew Tonus

Scott Turano

Cristian Valentini

Lucas Valenzano

Alexander Vlning

Stefan Walcott

John Paul Weppler

Mike Wetoszka

Derek Wiggan

David Wilson

Joseph ZappuHa

Nicholas Zawadzki

Jeffrey Zhang



jftto Right: Prem Nichani, Shane Baccas, James Jun, Frnco Recchia, Grant Flagler, Elliot Park, Patrick Colangelo, Marc Lawrence,

•. Redican, Matthew Loparco, Julian De Gasperis, Mrs. Allevato, David Di Fonzo, Daniel Garbicz

Congratulatons on another

successful year for the

student government.

The government is com-

posed of representatives selected

from each grade through annual

elections held near the end of the

school year.

The SMCS student gov-

ernment has been hard at work,

planning several events to enrich

our school community both in-

ternally and externally with other

schools. The first event held was

a schooLwide Walk-a-thon to help

bring awareness to cancer and its

victims, the Walk-a-thon was held

-Hfi memory of Fr. Zorzi, who had

passed away in 2009. Students

enjoyed a pep rally, hamburgers,

cupcakes, and raised thousands to

help find a cure for cancer.

The year continued with the

school's annual Thanksgiving food-

drive, gathering thousands of cans

for the underprivileged within To-

ronto. During the Christmas season,

each homeroom class sponsored

a family. Each room was assigned

specific items to gather to help en-

sure a better Christmas experience

for the less fortunate.

The year held several fund-

raisers, especially when our broth-

ers and sisters in Haiti were struck

with a catastrophic earthquake. We

gathered as a community, selling

pins and gathering donations to help

relieve an unfathomable burden

placed on these people.

The SMCS student govern-

ment held several dances through-

out the year. The year ended with a

very successful dance, "The Blue

Lagoon". These events in the 2009-

2010 school year would not have

been possible without the support

of the St. Michael's community. The

Student Government would like to

thank everyone for their contribu- •

tions, as none of it would have been

possible without their help. „

.

»--
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huge milestone in its history as this copy

becomes the 100th edition of The Tower.

It was first published in 1910. The Towei

jry witnessing

two World Wars, the Great Depressii

the assassination of JFK, format

of the United Nations, the election <i

other significant event

llllllCltlllfllltfSllltll

has helped preserve the St. Michael'

ItJlLllSftfll

on today. Through The Tower,

able to learn and gather the spirit t

still lingers in those yellow brick wa

The Tower captures a moment in tii

•lliCKtSll'iSKVSslSilSMinilM

how things once were.

Reflecting and looking through

the past copies, we note a huge trar ;

tions that occurs both in the yearboo

self and the generations captured wit
I

H
erves as a stimulant to remind

of the past years and the moments that

may have faded away from our minds:.

re than a boo
1 '

D

we cannot simply be forgotten. The

rbook holds countless memories that

sealed within its binding, waiting for

people to come in and reminiscence*

With this yearbook, we recall and

look at the history of the school. Estab-

lished 158 years ago by the Basilian

school started fr

•iirsftrsvsii his]

iversity of Toronto), to its present da

ation on Bathrust and St. Clair. Sui

ng adversity, St. Michael's has
'

=5 !U ;£•'.:£ i'.'-S !

igh the yearbook tha

able to keep in mind our history the

: become so formative to who we ar

ay. The 100th edition marks a cen-

| of our history captured and waiting
IH_m.v!h" fJl_ . H 1.8*1

remember.
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., our favourite Tyranno-

saurus Rex premieres on Barney

and Friends teaching educa-

tional lessons through song and

dance. Barney went on to win

several Day-Time Emmy's and

still continues to air new episodes

till this date, with more than 238

episodes. Barney is celebrating its

18 season this year.

s*

ayLeno takes over for Johnny Carson on The To-

night Show" after over 30 years. His new gig triggers

controversy with David Letterman, who expected to

host show. Letterman switched over to CBS in '93 to

host "The Late Show with David Letterman".

Marisa Tomei won an Oscar for Best Supporting Actress for her role

as Mona Lisa Vito in "My Cousin Vinny." Al Pacino won an Oscar for

Best Actor for his role as Lieutenant Colonel Frank Slade in "Scent

of a Woman".



MTV debuts "The Real World" for the very first time becoming

the first television network to air a reality TV. The debut of "The

Real World" revolutionized television, as this genre expanded

rapidly with shows such as Survivor, American Idol, and The

iif^iLU^iWil'sllir^klU^iUtMiiUJiUd&ltfciifsiiifsiiiflllSl I

team to win a World Series, igniting a baseball frenzy

throughout Toronto.

W

'T*

een pop sensation Destiny Hope Cyrus, om-

cally known as Miley Ray Cyrus, was born on

November 23, 1992, in Franklin, Tennessee. No

one knew she would become a teenage million-

aire by the age of 16 with her Hannah Montana

franchise!

-cm

•.WMSfoMriSfT;

neurologist and the first female Canadian to

travel into space. She headed a space medi-

cine research team that worked with NASA. *$
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re&sIn October of 2009, SMCS held a Walk-a-thon through the streets

and parks of downtown Toronto. The walk raised thousands oil

dollars towards cancer research and to help honour the memory

of Fr. Zorzl. That day, the students of SMCS held a pep rally in

support of our school's athletic teams, lead by Will New and our

very own Babbalou. Students, teachers, and parents joined in

this walk to help bring awareness to cancer and its victims.
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Whether it be gore, violence, or simply funny,

comedic, ridiculous and totally random, the Anime Club

has watched it all! We are the gathering of guys after-

school every Thursday to watch anything and everything

in this glorious club! Yes, we sound like a relaxed club

and we are. We are there to appreciate the hard work

of animators who bring us these enjoyable Saturday

cartoons. No reason to deny that guys can like coloured

cell-shaded cartoons, defying every law of physics with

their artwork. The Anime Club represents a world for'

guys who just like to hang out, crack jokes, all while in

the presence of Japanese English-subtitled cartoons.

Our legacy lives in Anime North every May and we

celebrate the end of every Epic Year with a Pizza Party.

iDictator. Our Club Leader succession beats all other

clubs. The Service lives high and well. We of the Anime

Club are better than the Wolf Pack. Hideyoshi is indeed

a trap! (Please ask Anime Club members for reference)

And finally, The Game. That is all.

« «

Anime-
(f

Lc;?.j ./

Club

j[
Back Row (Left to Right): Evan Hookong-Taylor (Vice President), Jordan Allan,

lAndrew Ferrazzutti, Nick Zawadski, Conor Fitzpatrick, Mathieu Birtles, Macken-I

izie Richardson. Front Row (Left to Right): Andrian Janes, Eric Reyes, Jeffrey]

hang (President), Gabriel Petitpas, Nathaniel Tannis Missing members: Matthev

O'Halloran, Samuel Fresque, Mitchel Passarelli, William Apostolos

1

Thursdays after school in AS2was a

time to relax, listen to music and create art.

Students of all ages and art talents dropped

by throughout the year to either work on their

class art projects or experiment with new art

materials and techniques. Painting the sets anc

props for the musical "Joseph and the Tech-

nicolor Dream Coat" was also a great opportu-

nity for students to work on a larger project. Art

Club art was also displayed in the 'Annual Art

Exhibit' during the May "Arts Week".

\

14-fKlAsian
The Asian Association promotes Asian

culture through dialogue with other school. The

club organized sports nights, skating events

and volunteered at the Good Shepherd Ref-

uge.

*Top: Steven Tarn, Ernesto Ramos, Guile Domingo, Anson Wong , AugustineChiu

Andrew So, William Wong Bottom: Anthoni Seloterio, Greg Autillo, Andrian

J a nes , Aa ron Sabi lano, Andrew Lee



The Blue InsiderTs4he wice of St.

lichael's. School activities, sports~and events

re highlighted in this monthly newsletter,

ritten by students for students. All grades are

elcome to join our team of dedicated and

nthusiastic reporters.

TournamentX

Esiri Oputu, Evan Mclntyre, Andrew Ferrazzutti, William Apostolos, William

New, Mrs. Higgins-Burnham, and Conor Fitzpatrick Missing: Ian Stansfield, Ern

Campos, and Ben Clune—

r
This year the^Briscola Tournament was

hosted by the Italian cfyb and moderated by

Mr. Di Leo. This tournament demonstrates the

strength of the Italian spirit present in the yel-

low brick walls of St Michael's. Thanks goes to

all those that paticipatedfand also to the grade

12 Italian students for helping to organize the

event. Congratulations to this year's winners,

. Paolucci and M. Mars



For the past several years, St. Mi-

chael's students have been helping to improve

the lives of elementary students in needy

areas of Toronto. Volunteers mentor students

in literacy skills, reading, writing, mathematics,

and homework completion. In 2010, our stu-

dents donated some 300 hours to this valuable

program. Weekly volunteers mentored 50 St.

Alphonsus students. The program concluded

with a graduation party where the St. Michael's

students presented their St. Alphonsus coun-

terparts with SMCS ball caps.

Communi

(L to R) Mr. Fischer Prashanth Thambipillai, Brandon Mark, Robert Micieli, Mik

Opolski, Jonathon Fossella, Tim Burke, Eric Han, Michael Ruffolo, Humbert

Club
Debaters practice skills like impromptu

speaking, examining a witness, rebutting an

opponent and structuring a parliamentary style

speech. This year the debaters participated in

the McGill Debate Tournament, captured 4th

place in OSDU Metro Regional Tournament

with the combined wins of Dafe Oputu, Graeme

Glebe, Robert De Santis and Jonathan Fos-

sella , and the novice team achieved a first

place finish in the Pro Con Debate League,

consisting of Matthew Friebauer, Jonah Macan,

Nestor Maslej, Liam Mather, Andrew Mazzanti,

i Back Row (L to R) Mr. John Vella, Michele Di Leo, Robert De Santis, Jonathan Jonathan Palozzi and Ian Tramble.

Fossella, Alex Belardi, Zdravko Markus, Graeme Glebe, Cristian Valentini, Dafe

Oputu, Mr. Pat Mancuso Front Row (L to R) JonathanPalozzi, Nestor Maslej, Liam

Mather, Jonah Macan, Ian Tramble, MatthewFriebauer

In its inaugural season, the DECA

team enjoyed modest success by qualifying 7

students to the provincial championships. Led

by Peter Dyloco and William Lee, the team

hopes to build on this year's experience for

Eason's

competitions.

David Yu, William Lee, Peter Dyloco, Michael Di Leo, Andrew Kim, Mr. Charter
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First-place;

Ignagni, A. and Politano,R.

Second Place

Mr. Fischer.D. and Mr. Di Leo, G \
Hosted by the Italian Club, the Bigli-

dino Tournament saw more than 50 teams

irticipate in this annual fooseball event. This

jar's winners were Grade 11 students Robert

jlitano and Adrian Ignagni. Second place

lishers were signor Di Leo and the honorary

ilian citizen signor Davide Fischer.

Fooseball

Garie Farje, Tyler Tillmann, Mr. David Fischer, Mr. Gennaro Di Leo, Robert

Politano, Adrian Ignagni ^_^

The French Club serves to promote

the French culture beyond the classroom at-

mosphere. The group meets about once every

two weeks to eat in French restaurants, watch

French films, prepare culinary treats and much

more. Soyes les bienvenuP

Video games are everywhere these

ys. People play them by the millions, either

im home consoles, or on the internet. But

> one thing to play a game, and completely

lother to make one. That's what members

3 Game Maker Club learned; how to

sir own video games. Over thecotffse

:ar, members learned howietjse the program

ame Maker to cre,ate^t1eir own computer

imesrGame^esign is a unique challenge; it

as hard as you want it to be. It's also a lot of

n. The Game Maker club is as much about

aying the games you make as it is making

em in the first place.



Imagination JT^Sr

Hanson Wong, Graham Chow, Nathan Moore, and

Andrew So (First at Ontario Finals Direct Diposit)

Daniel Garbicz, Robinson Reford, Prashanth Tham-

bipiliai, David Mauti, and absent from the picture - Da-

vid Howard (First at Ontario Finals DiBot)

This year five St. Michael's Destination Teams participated in the Ontario Championships and three at the Global Finals ii

Knoxville, Tennessee. Two of the five teams finished in the top four.

The team of Michael Harvey, Andrew Harvey, Nick Redon, Connor Sheridan, Alex Deciantis, David Harris and ScottDonal

participated in the structure challenge which consisted of combining drama and mathematic design. The other team was made"

up of all grade students - Matthew Costa-Parke, Harry Reddon, Gabriel Mangalindan, Michael Montana, Jonathan Swyers and Sai

Macmillan. This team did an amazing job building a stage set combined with a story line, puppetry, and musical elements. The

other three teams had two first finishesand second respectfully granting them a birth at the Global Finals in Knoxville, Tennesse

The team of Robinson Reford, Daniel Garbicz, David Mauti, David Howard and Prasanth Tnainbipillai finished first in theii

challenge which consisted of design set, robotics, and story line (Top 40 at the World Championship), me^ther St. Michael's tea

of Shu Hayakawa, David Yu, Michael Yu, Felix Lee, Andrew Kim, Jonathan Lucas Golden-Voght, Andrew Kim, anoSCayjer Agostini

finished second in the same category (Top 40 atxthe World Championship).

The other first place finish went to Hansoit Wong, Andrew So, Nathan Moore, and Graham Chow who participated in

the technical challenge consisting of crane building combined with story line and mathematical engineering (Top 40 at the world

Championship). \
A special thank you goes out to all parent managers who attended the tournament: Mr. Moore, Mrs: Montana, Mr. Reford, Mr. Luc;

Golden-Voght and Mr. Harvey. This marks the fifth year St. Mi

.

where more than three teams have participated at the Global Finals:

el's has sent teams to the Ontario Championships and three yea
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The internationally recog-

nized Duke of^Edinburgh's Award

program was developed in 1956 by

HRH Prince Philip, Duke of Edin-

burgh, to encourage all youths age

14 to 25 to pursue interests in all

four areas - voljnteer work, adven-

ture tripping, physical recreation,

and skill development. The program

offers the opportunity to set per-

sonal goals anii achieve them. Upon

completion, students will be recog-

nized with a Ejffonze, Silver, or Gold

Award.

I&



Ureen
This year, the Green Council promoted

the usage of sustainable transportation for

Car Free Day, as well as hosted an anti-idling

campaign in the pick up and drop off traffic

circle. Our campaign encouraged drivers to

turn off their engines while waiting to pick up

their children. We also conducted a raffle to

raise money for the World Wildlife Fund, which

runs projects in environmental conservation.

../

Club

Robinson Reford, Joshua Song, John Castellarin, Andrew Ferrazzutti, John

JReiter, Mr. Michael Quinn, Graeme Glebe, Eber Antony, Jonathan Roth, Chrisj

Barry, Kevin Carmona-Murphy

This year, the Irish Club gathered to

celebrate and explore their hertiage. They help

raise $550 for the Haiti relief effort.

TBack Row: Eric Balawejder, Niall Sweeney, Andrew Kucey, Brendan Farrell, f

Mike Rowe, Conor BarkerMiddle Row: David Wilson Esiri Oputu, Daniel Kearney,

iNick Hails, Eric Patrician, Patrick NunziataFront Row: Ryan Hamilton, Jack Mar-

tin, William New, Giacomo Badali, Nick Venditti, Ben Clune

A

Italian
The Italian Club is the main promoter

of the Italian culture at SMCS. Every year it or-

ganizes a briscola and a fooseball tournaments

and a "Festa della Salsiccia". Students in the

club are also offered the opportunity of cultural

excursions such as visits to museums, CHIN

building and participation in activities organized

by the Italian community.



le (Jtiarter-Chalienge Team of grade

12 law students including'Julian DelMedico, Ju-

lian DeGasperis, Anthony DeLuca and Adrian

Marsili and their coach Mr. Lee were honoured

this spring when their legal argument was se-

lected as the best appellant factum in Ontario.

The team competed against 252 other students

in this annual province-wide competition. They

had the opportunity to arguelhejr case, which

concerned the use of full body scanners in air-

ports and the potential breach of Charter rights,

before the Ontario Court of Appeal on Mayii.

Their argument alleged violations of freedom 61

religion and the rights to security of the person

and mobility and the reasonable limitation

thereof.

For Chan

Mr.Lee, Julian Del Medico, AnthnyDLuca, Adrian Marsili, and Julian DeGasperis

3
I Top Row (Lto R): Daniel Melfi, Jacob Dimitrovic, Steve Messina, Adam Murphy, Andrian Janes, 1

luca Cepparo, Joe Bancheri, Ashley Sebastian, Matthew Got, Ian Tramble, Humbert Sin, Sean

IjCosten, Andrew Marino, Matt Badali, Second row (L to R): Calvin Won, Ryan Neeson, Nestor 1

jMaslej, Luis Vera, Rob De Santis, Alex Gasser, Grant Flagler, Chris Wilson, Ottavio Bagnoli, Willi

;Wong, Mr. Geerts Front Row (Lto R): Vittorio Piorie, Spencer Bayley, Connor Ross, Nick Benseler,

|Gabe Di Nota, Luke Drudi, Greg Fedele, Anthony lafrate, Daniel DiGiorgio] Absent: Kevin Collins,
1

Connor Donovan, Michael laboni, MJ Kisirye, Will Lee, Charlie Lindsay, Daniel Mancuso, Michaeli

Yu, Drake Kaminski, Michael Harvey, Andrew Harvey.

Leaders for\Change is a group de-

signed to develop leadership skills and ex-

perience by enabling students to coordinate

community service projects at their school,

their home parishes, arid in the wider commu-

nity. Students investigate root causes of social

justice issues, identify needs in the community,

and plan initiatives thatI
work to improve them,

which is meant to create sustainable social

change. Some of the initiatives include a Good

Shepherd Centre for the homeless trip, the

30-hour Famine, whictj, raised a large amount

of money for charity, DUke of Edinburgh Winter

Running Club, the SMC/Loretto Abbey Ultimate

Frisbee tournament, and the Special Olympics

basketball tournamelit.



The team placed 1st in Robot Per-

formance and Robot Design in the Regional

Qualifying Tournament at Crescent School. At

the Provincial Ontario Tournament in Oshawa,

the team placed 5th overall.

Lei
S.

/

***;

'Team members from left to right: Owain West, Alexander Mangiardi, Jose Da-

vila, Liam Naysmith and Jonathan Heinz Bank

Club
Instead of hanging out at the Deci-ma

the Math club decided to hold weekly practice;

during lunches 4Aand 4B in Room 116. With

the help of teacher-moderators, Mr. Coghlan

and Mrs. Dankowycz, dedicated members

of the prestigious Math Club met to work on

challenging math problems in preparation for i

series of contests written throughout the year.

This radical team competed in the Canadian

National Mathematics League, which consiste

of 6 monthly contests, the American Mathema

ics Competition at the Grade 10 and 12 levels

and the infamous Canadian Mathematics

Picture: (left to right) Robert Longo, Kieran Colford, Siddart Fredrick and mascot, Competition run by the University oH/yaterloo.

JThe Count. Missing from photo: C. Panniccia, J. Xavier, S. Monardo, I. Tramble, J.I Congratulations to all members for putting^

[Thusiar, A. Maida, A. Rago, N. Wong, J. Kutkevicius, A. Emeny, J. Macan, M. Got, A. their best effort and proudly representing SI*

Freibauer, E. Atony, A. Nestico, A. Kalymon, C. Weigard, J. Fleming, L.J. Gonzales,

S. Turano. M.Richardson - . g .

H^hoto/Video
The Photo-Video club is concerned

primarily with the shooting of video of all the

varsity sporting events throughout the year.

The enormous multi-level sports program

makes this a daunting task. At the culmination

of the year, the members turn to downloading

this material and editing, using specialized

computer programs to create an audio visual

presentation of all the teams' efforts to be

shown at the annual Athletic Awards Banquet.

Considerable skill is needed to troubleshoot the

various problems arising during this procedure.

Accordingly, the students "learn on the fly" in

many cases but feel great satisfaction, as they

develop their abilities.
L-R: Brendan Hynes, Lucas Porco, Matthew Got, Mr. I. Thompson Absent: Wil-

liam Wong

\



To be a St. Michael's College School

Prefect is to take on the responsibility to use all

your talents, academic, artistic, and athletic, for

the benefit of the St. Michael's College School

community and not expect anyone other than

thoseyou serve to notice. Prefects are chosen

on the basis of how well they have lived the

virtues of goodness, discipline and knowledge,

during their first years at St. Michael's. They

take the responsibility to instill in otheXtheir

own desire to embody the St. Michael's Mao.

They also perform invaluable services througf

various activities and functions where members

of the public have occasion to meet the student

body.
>

-^.,
v

Quest

"«'

\

Prefects

c •*

I

Quest is an infer-religious dialogue

between Jewish, Christen, and Muslim young

people which allows thepi to learn about other

traditions while sharing

own tradition. This year'!

Steven de Boyrie, Gianlu)

DiFonzo.AlexGasser, Jc

Santia.

rid representing their

Darticipants were

i
Canaletti, David

Loreto, and Luc

Small group discussion when Quest visited St. Mike's (Gianluca Canaletti

sharing with visitors from CHAT and Islamic Foundation School)

The Pro-Life Club continues to stand

jp-fof the right to life of all human beings from

inception to natural death. This year found

js involved in the Toronto Life Chain and t]

National March for Life in Ottawa and

jwareness of this most fundamenj^fl.g'ht in our

school community as well.

- - -- ;

I

1 *

n:
j \i it to

£

Back (L-R): Mr. Stokes, Brian Choi, Zdravko Marcus, Fernando Monge-Loria,

Mr. BissonnetteFront: Michele DiLeo, Alex DeMarchi, Humbert Sin, Felipe Llano,

Date Opute, Mark Lauriola

^ir



T" Social

Production Team
ie Sports Production Team under Ian

D'Costa promoted Varsity hockey, basketball

and football among other events. Their efforts

provide video and photographic results of vari-

ous activities; sporting and non-sporting. They

are one of the most exciting and relevant clubs

in the school.

Tower
This year, the Tower Media team

brought the Daily Blue morning announce-

ments to classroom projectors across the

school, as well as to the internet, where

students, faculty, family, and members of the

St. Michael's community could access school

news. The year was successful for the team,

as our workforce diversified, and we switched

to new technology. We are also happy that a

few schools approached us during the course

of the year to use our show as a model for their

own video announcements projects.

s

Evan Mclntyre, Lucas Porco, Liam Mather, Mr. John Walsh, William New, Kevin

Carmona-Murphy, Grant Flagler

:



Stock Market
After a long 6 month uncertainty ride

the recession and the slow recovery, the St.

shael's Blue Chips virtual stock exchange

mpetition comes to an end. With $100,000

the starting money and almost 100 people

mpeting in the game, many competitors have

ined, but many have lost. At the end, only 4

ople from grades 9-12 and-2 people from

ades 7 and 8 have made it into the-top rank-

js.

In the grades 7 and 8 division, the

vinners come from Mr. Charter's grade 7

meroom class: Justin Kim, with gains of 25%

me in 2nd place and Thomas Di Michele with

ins of 43% came in 1st.

In the high school division, Eric Pel-

ione, grade 11, with gains of 45% came in

i place; Michael Gritti, grade 12, with gains

46% came in 3rd; Robinson Reford, grade

,
with gains of 50% came in 2nd; and last but

it least, John Castellarin, grade 11, with gains

59% came in\1st.

All winners, have been awarded a

adillac Fairview Mail Gift Card, a St.

nbassador Pen, ancta certificate signed

• Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Tassaro, and Lorenzo

;cobal in commemoriing their achievemen

(L-R): Robinson Reford, Justin Kim, Lorenzo Escobal, Mr. Tessaro,

jIDi Michele, Francesco Colossimo, John Castellarin. Missing in photo:

licione and Michael Gritti

Thomas

Eric Pel-I

—-
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This year, the Grade 7, 9, and

10's continued the tradition of going

to camp for the first 5 days of school.

Grade 7's headed to Camp Pinecrest,

Grade 9's to Camp Wanakita, and

Grade 10's to their annual canoe trip

up north. Lead by students in the lead-

ership program, the students enjoyed

activities such as: swimming, canoeing,

kayaking, low rope, and much more.

These camps helped bring

the students closer together as friends

and peers. This newfound comrad-

ery helped fuel a sense of community

within St. Michael's and stress our ide-

als of goodness, discipline, and knowl-

edge. These qualities further stressed

the idea of leadership, an essential

tool for each St. Michael's student.

Mass offered students a chance

to reflect on the activities of the past

few days. Some found a sense of se-

renity with the soothing and natural en-

vironment that surrounded them. After

a few glorious days, camp had come

to an end. While many students were

not prepared to go due to realization

that the first week of classes were ap-

proaching, they were put at ease with

the new friendships made at the camps.

Overall, the camp experience

was priceless. It allowed others to learn

their strengths and weaknesses and how

to help one another when faced with ad-

versity. The lessons learned from these

camps will carry on forever, especially in

the years that lay ahead inside or outside

the walls of St. Michael's College School.
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BADMINTON
fifSl
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The junior badminton team

did very well in CISAA league action

despite being a relatively young squad.

At the championships however, their

inexperience would prove too much of

an obstacle to overcome and the team

finished 5th out of a possible 12 teams.

The teams will look to improve on this

finish next year as all the athletes will be

returning except one.

Mr. Arseneau, Andrian Janus, Adam Murphy, Daniel Moskaliuk, Jake Kutkuvicus,

Kevin Colins, Nick Wilson, Matt Marcoccia, Josh Sekhar

The senior badminton team had

a tough season coming away with a 4

and 3 record. However, the team came

together for the CISAA championships

and put together one of the greatest

overall team performances in recent his-

tory as they finished 3rd. The 3rd place

finish was highlighted by the performance

of Andrew Wilkenson who finished 2nds

in the First single's draw and Andrew

Kucey who also placed 2nd in the second

single's draw.

BADMINTON

Mr. Arseneau, Chris DeCarlo, Ian D'Costa, Bryan Tsi, Andrew Wilkenson. Drake Ka-

minski, David Harris. J.P. Weppler

The Senior Baseball Blues won

the CISAA Championship after narrowly

making the playoffs. The Blues ham-

mered Nichols 15-1 in the semis, and

St. Andrew's 10-5. At OFSAA, the young

Blues team won 1 before losing a tight

2-1 game vs. the top ranked team. The

future looks good with many players in

grades 9 and 10. The team MVP was

Ben Clune.

BASEBALL

Michael Asta, Eric Balawejder, Rob Byckowski, Tom Byckowski, Ben Clune, Alex-

ander Crocco, Andrew Dawson, Ben Doran, Patrick Finamore, Conor Gibson, Roben

Grilli, Ryan Grippo, Joey Hollis, Lucas Italiano, Peter Nahirny, Duncan Nairne, Eller

O'Hara, Dariusz Solcol-Randeil, Tyler Whealy, Mr. Frank Ribarich (Coach), Mr. Jeli

Zownir (Coach)



BASKETBALL
Despite having the small-

est teamin in the league, this year's

Baby Blue Raiders battled back from

a slow start to become a formidable

contender in this year's CISAA

league. This year's semi-final loss

to league champions SAC will only

serve to whet the appetite of this

predominantly Grade 7 team for next

year.

[4rfitimmmii\ tmmBack Row: Michael Arci, John

\nor, Mr. Stokes (Coach)Front Row: Gavin Van Elsberg, Pablo Tarditti. R.J. Mienkows-

ki, Miles Kentibe, Jonathan Rizzo, A.J. Padmore Absent: T. Stanley, Theo Jung, Mr.

John (Coach) _j

The Junior Blue Raiders capped

ff a very good season with a narrow

vertime victory to defend its league

hampionship. The team remained

ndefeated in league play for the third

onsecutive year and was consistently

anked as one of the top ten teams in

le province. The Blue Raiders improved

onsistently over the course of the

eason, continually testing itself against

ie best U-16 teams in the province. The

jam finished 3rd at the Vaughan tourna-

BASKETBALL©

t the All-Qiiario Catholic tournament. Kisirye, A. Arseneau Kneeling:Nathan Moore, Jaryd Knight, Daniel Giannaris, Ron

Pacis, Matthew McDonald Missinq:LennoxAdrinka

BASKETBALL
TheSe -on the

liliilMl'JiuHiHliWy^lMd

season. They advanced to the Qua.v

finals-atr©FSAAfor the first time in m;

years. The Blue Raiders also hosted

^the 50th Annual St. Mike's tournament, x,

where they won the Consolation Champi-

Hall of Fame inducted Coach Mike

Lavelle, Coach Dan Prendergast and Leo

Rautins into the Hall. Duane Notice was

named MVP, as he led the GTA in most

. „
,

. . — games with 25 or more points. George

Front L-R: Matt Jaglowitz, Joey Clemenzi Middle L-R: CoachCorrente, Coaoizc^^
Mgson^ ^ schQo| reC0fd W|(h 1Q .3

N»gT.i^iMiVJ.y^-MiTiHPraf^im'iLTjfjj3ji>irfflinwigF^iiitftiiiMi»»i«Bi»iiiw«iiiKt»Mii»r

George Mason, King Gabriel Agulefo, Andrew Dawson, Duane Notice, Elliot Mayhew



o FOOTBALL

Record 9-3-0

CISAA Silver Medalists, Ontario Regional Junior Football Championship Silver Medalists

This season was essentially a rebuilding year for the Junior Kerry Blues. They began the season without an established

quarterback or running backs and with what amounted to a brand new defensive core. Despite this, the team continued to thrive

based on the hard work and commitment of its veteran players and talented newcomers, many ofwhom were learning the game for

the first time. After a sweep of the regular season, the team came up just short, and we do mean inches, in the league final against

UCC. Other teams would have packed it in but the Junior Kerry Blues regrouped and entering into the tough South-Western bracket

of the Ontario Championship proceeded to knock off the Halton and Niagara champions. The Kerry Blues returned to the Ontario

Championship for the 2nd straight year, a feat never accomplished by any other team, and dropped a hard fought game to Donald

Wilson.

JR. KERRY BLUES ROSTER
Niall Wronski

Eric Forgione

Julian D'Angelo

Andrew Sarnese

Ryan Grippo

Anthony lafrate

John Quittenton

Josh Jordan

Jonathan Caklos

Adam Murphy

Michael Flannery

Jonathan Rudyk

Angus Gaffney

Julian Chilco

Sal Asta

Frank Trentadue

Loughlin Kelly

Joseph Orsini

Michael Moore

Thomas Sebastiano

Anthony Davis

Esteban Cardenas

Ryan Searle

Nick Pallante

Kevin Searle

Christian Barker

Jackson Redmond

Evan Shergold

RJ. Collins

Josh Cooper

Matthew D'Angelo

Joe French

Tomas Leitner

Luca Breda

Matthew DiMonte

David Gerhardt

Lucas Sacchetti

Christian Del Medico

Erio Zucchet

Luca Zuliani

Zachary Crema

Peter Boivin

Rowan Cornish

Mitchell Petruk

Adam lacobucci

Lenox Adinkrah

Jordan Allen

Robert Thornton

Dawson Sprigings

David Mangiardi

Alex Zulys

Christian Meredith

Malcolm Duvivier

Sam MacMillan

Frank Bartella

Alex Brothers

Daniel Cubellis

Marco Ferraro

Michael Borron

Matthew Camuti
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Championships, the 2009 Sr. Kerry Blues found

themselves rebuilding in order to protect the

tradition. Winning the season opener at Trinity

College, the team shower promise. Game #2

saw the Sr. Kerry Blues humbled at their own

Homecoming by the St. Andrew's Saints. This

loss was the first regular season loss since

1998. At the risk of not making the playoffs, the

Kerry Blues were in a must win situation for

the remaining two games of the season. In two

of the more memorable games in the team's

history, the Kerry Blues overcame a 14 point

deficit twice in as many games; once at St.

Coach), Paul Forbes (Coach), Dan Lumsden (Coach), Derek Wiggan, Michael Naccarato, Dylan Harris! overtime fashion. Surprisingly, the Kerry Blues

" I'i'filtETnl

Dawson, Conor Barker, Eric Pellicione, Michael Harvey, Khalil Washington, Dehan Gomez, Shane Bae-
DV score 0I "°-

cus, Sean Bauden. Chris Zownir (Coach); 3rd Row: Andrew Harvey, Acton Clarkin, Andrea Villacci, ^^
David Mauti, Brian Page, Akeel Lynch, Alex Congiusta, Thomas Liddy, Reid Midanik, Beraki Abraha, ^ O f\ O O

StawerteSniiTa. Jake Blair. Xavier Miiares. Rvan Cairns, Matt Purdy; Absent: Devin Cattellan V*- II % V^ W W
"''-

-,

C.I.S.A.A Midget, Junior, Senior and

Overall Team Champions

31 Consecutive TDCAA/CISAA Overall

Championships, 1979-2009

Barry, Newton Wong, Kyle Baun,, Ms. McDougall Second- David Maunder, Andrew Brannigan, Connor Sheridan, Patrick Zisser

SeanCosten, Conor Ross, Philip Messina, Liam Higgins Third- Cameron Hart, Matthew Quarisa,
,
Ian Tramble, Simon Paolon-

Couillard, Thomas Badali, Conor Donovan, Matthew Freibauer, Liam Mather, Joe Cattana, James Fleming, Declan Sweeney, Matt

Meehan, Mr. Shust, Ms. O'Grady Back- Mr. Bergin, Mr Dorri, Mr. Blaik, Mr. Barry j

GOLF
The U14 Golf team had over 45 stu-

dents try out for the team. After narrowing the

team down to ten players, they took on De

La Salle in the 2nd Annual St. Michael's Golf

Tourney and took the title for the second year

in a row. Congratulations to all the golfers on

a great year.

gis, Liam Smith, Alexander George, Thomas

Flack, Chase McCarthy Front Row: Alexander

Costantino, Mark Palumbo, Alexander Hale,

Adam Pappas, Michael Pontarollow Missing:

Justin Rizek, Mr. Corrente (Head Coach), Mr.

Byrne (Assistant Coach)



The U14 Team White finished the

regular season in 1st place and unde-

feated. The team then went on to win the

CISAA championship.

lOuston. Henry Stafferton. Nick Pastorious, Jake Walman, Daniel Fazari. Christian

locca, Steve Atkinson, Coach J, Coach M Front Row: Michael-Antonio Vergara,

)akota Brancatella, Luke Graven, Shane Ferguson. Marc Pallumbo. Auggie Hous-

ton. Alex Acosta, Andrew Petrucci. Liam Herbst Missing: Cosomo Lazzarino

The CISAA Championship game

featured an all-St. Mike's final, Team White

vs. Team Blue. Team Blue had a stellar

season and captured the silver medal at

the CISAA finals.

U-14) TEAM •

Nicky Eustace. Tony Ioudine, Matt Mcintosh, Andy Seo. Blake McDonald, Cone

Bmeny, Owen Leon, Will Lavrin, Mr. J. Byrne, Mr. C. Callaghan Front Row: Marc-

Anthony Manzo, Michael Byrne, Ryan McClelland. Tom Flack, mario Di Nucci,

Charlie Barcelos, Isaac Iaccabucci. Justin Leon

Junior Doubli \ Blues season

liratlsTflllllKlliit III

in the York University Early Bird Tourna-

ment. The team continued its winnii

the Double^Blues battled through a tough

division in the SMC Junior Invitational

Tournament to make it to the quarter finals.

The team advanced through the CISAA

semi-finals with-abig win over Villai

In a
1 rematch of last year's' champioi

ship, the team finished just she4

loss to SAC Throughout th

Junior Double Blues demonstfaterJibeir

commitment and work ethic as weRasV
their passion for our national game.

TU

team continuously played with heart _.

class'and should be congratulated on their

impressive record and silver medal finish.

HOCKEY

Front: Lucas Mastromattei, Justin Pate, David DiSchiavi, Mr. D. Lee, Chris Wi

Mr. D. Blaik, Mitchell Mehling, Tom Byckowski, Jordan DeKortMiddle: Marc Scav.

Paul Mauceri, Spencer Herbst, Colin George, Marco Ferraro, Michael Courvoisier, Pat-

rick Finamore, Mark ManolescuBack: Rocky Fuda, Colin Murphy, Austin Broadhurst,

Ross GrecoAbsent: Christian Barker, Chris Preining, Dalton Barnes, Georgian Dimo-

l. douIos, Niall Wronski, Greq Fedele, Matt Purdy (trainer), Martin Zhanq (manager) u



VARSITY HOCKEY o
The 2009-10 Junior Varsity Hock-

ey season can be best described as an up

and down roller-coaster ride consisting of

n I quick and uprising potential accompanied

*~* by some stomach-churning pitfalls. In the

end, the team's lack of experience proved

to be its undoing as the team was elimi-

nated in the first round of the playoffs. The

returning members will form the nucleus

of what should be a very competitive team

next year. This season's MVP was Alexan-

der Chiarlitti.

First Row - Matthew Guida. Patrick McCarron. Robert Grilli, Mr. Enzo Carca-

sole (Coach)Mr. John Walsh (Coach), Mr. Robert Tunney (Coach) Liam Walker.

Alex Doyle, Dawson SprigingsSecond Row - Ian Edmondson, Christian Karrayan-

nides. Nick Toll. Ryan Connor, Alex Chiarlitti. Jonathan Gaglia. Marc Ercolao

Absent - Matthew Capicotto, Dylan Corson, Gianluca Curcuruto. Ted Hunt, Myles

McGurty. David Perkilin. Scott Teskey, Ryan Zwolinski J

HOCKEY •
Back Row: Adrian Spagnuolo

(A.C,), Brandon Willett Christian Tur-

co, Daniel D'Ercole, Mario Colalillo.

Andrew Spacca, Ryan Clements, Jack

(XHara. Christian Mazzanti, Tony Be-

lony, Luca Di Dinato. Ryan Caims,

John Altorio, Joseph Cristello, Alex

Cho. Angus Dinley (A.C.) Front Row:

Michael Sartor, Liam Sako. Terry

Sheridan (A.C), Daniel Perklin (A).

Ellery
?

Hara (C). Clarke Thompson

!(A). Giancarlo Mazzanti (H.C.), Ales-

[ sandro Finateri, Adrian Ignagni

LACROSSE

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE SCHOOL ARENA

-on Costello. Nicholas Ellerton, Connor Emeny.

)aniel Fazari, Shane Ferguson. Ben French, Luke Graven. Daron Hilajian, Donnie

louston. Ryan Hunt, Tony Ioudme. Sean Killin, Chase McCarthy, Ryan McClelland,

Riley Mocha. Brendan Mullen, Henry Stafferton, Jacob Webster, Gordon Whyte

This year's team was composed

of many talented grade sevens, some

returning veteran grade eights, and many

individuals who were new to the sport. In

the regular season, the team was unde-

feated, posting a perfect 6-0 record. In

the semi-finals, the Gaels had an impres-

sive and convincing win against UCC.

Unfortunately, the Gaels came up short

in the championship game against KCS.

Congratulations on a successful season

overall.
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Back Row: Brandon Bourque, Jake Davis, Andrew Mullen, David Miller, J.D. Brachman, Jack Ranson

Middle Row: Daniel Sol (Manager), John Mullen, Georgian Dimopolous, Domenic Lisi, Christian Barker, Alex D«

Gagne, Kyle Baun, Matthew Zanardo, Paddy McCarron, Patrick Paolini, Ted Hunt, Justin Demarchi, Ryan Zwolinsk

Tyler Albrecht

Front ROW: William Loumankis, Joe Luongo, Joe French, Brennan Donville, Conor Barker, Matthew Pagan

(Coach), Alex Frescura (Coach), Dean French (Coach), Brendan Farrell, Jamie Dowell, Alex Guiney, Michael Row*

Jonathan Rudyk

_ Absent: Angus Dineley (Coach), Garrett Billings (Coach), Dylan Skule, Dalton Barnes
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Entering only the 12th year of "new

era" lacrosse at St. Michael's, the program

had high hopes. Led by captains Conor

Barker, Brendan Farrell, Jamie Dowell and

Brennan Donville, the Varsity Blue Gaels

had easily their most outstanding season to

date.

After a successful winter pre-season

with U.S. tournament victories at Colgate

University & the 'John Mack Classic' in

Binghamton, the Varsity Blue Gaels hit the

ground running when the season began.

Even though the team had only a handful

of Seniors, the Gaels established them-

selves as an OFSAA contender by winning

the 'Jammer Memorial Classic' & 'Ottawa

Spring Thaw' tournaments as well as their

own 'Double Blue Invitational'. A galvanizing

team trip to the University of Notre Dame in

South Bend Indiana, prepared the squad for

a long playoff run.

After a convincing 11-1 semi-final

victory over rival Upper Canada College, the

Blue Gaels travelled to St. Andrew's College

to play the defending champion Saints for

the CISAA Championship. A hard fought,

see-saw battle had the team finish on top

with a 10-8 victory.

As 2010 CISAA Champions, the

Gaels entered the OFSAA Championships

as one of the top seeds in the tournament.

After easily winning their pool play,

the team advanced to the Semi-Finals. A 9-5

win over Notre Dame Burlington catapulted

the Gaels into the OFSAA Gold Medal

game. After falling behind early to opponent

Paul Dwyer, the team worked for an even

score at half. Trailing again in the 3rd quar-

ter, the Gaels exploded for 7 unanswered

goals on the way to an 11-7 victory.

The Varsity Blue Gaels lacrosse

team finished the season with a 24-3 record

and cemented themselves in St. Michael's

sports history with the title of 2010 OFSAA

Provincial Champions.Team MVP's were

Jake Davis and Brennan Donville.



MOUNTAIN
High School Championships

Under 14: Alessandro Varlese (9th)

Midget: Matthew D'Angelo (29th)

Junior: Patrick Durgy (34th)

Senior: William New (25th)

MVP
Under 14: Alessandro Varlese

Junior: Julian Chilco

Senior: William New

RUGBY

3ibbs, Conall Mac

Domenic Marchese, Liam Naysmith, Patrick O'Brien, Adam Rochon, Alessandro \

lese, Nathan White.Grade 9:Timothy Carcao, Matthew D'Angelo, Nicholas Wilson

Grade 10:Jack Armstrong, Julian Chilco, Patrick Cameron, Julian D'Souza, David

DiShiavi, Gabriel DiNota, Patrick Durgy. Grade 12:Will New

Coaches: Dianne Levine and Emily Slowikowski

.Hill
'Mjft,,

"8 Y ;

4

40 students came out for the clinic and

conditioning, and they showed such unbridled en-

thusiasm, talent and commitment that the coaching

team of Mr. Lafaele Itaua, Mr. "Frenchy" Bazzocchi

and Father Malo made the decision that no one

would be cut. With a team of 40 players, the team

entered CISAA league play and had an excellent

first season. While wins were elusive, we never

lost by more than a few points and every game

hung in the balance until the final whistle. Our first

ever playoff game followed the same script with

play going overtime and finally to penalty kicks to

decide the victor. The team fell short, but for our

Mr. Francesco Bazzocchi, Fr. John Malo C.S.B., Mr. Lafaele Taua, Conor McKenna, Aar- first season, we were way ahead of the curve. Even

on Sabilano, Alex Zulys, Orsiri Oputu 2nd Row: Mr. Stephen Bailey, Mr. Aaron Freilich, in close defeat, we held our heads high and our

John Quittenton, Luca Zuliani, Matthew Costa-Parke Morgan Moffa, NioK Pallarte, ~"„—=!S
Luigi lantosca, Stefan Squazzin, Alec Drury, Peter Rea, Frank Pizzimenti, Daniel Cubel-

The other schoo|s jn the |eague have been put on

lis, Mr. Alan Kasperski 3rd Row:- Martin Zhang, Michael labonni, Zachary Crema, Dil- notice And they snou |d be afraid .

Ion Stanway, Sean Megna, Fraser Withers, Adrian Smith, Landon Cantenacci, Gabriel

DiNota, Zach Marshall, Michael Loretto, Philip Corvinelli Absent: Simon Aqui, Peter —^ - - ^, ^ « -

Boivin, Peter Collins, Christian Del Medico, Christian Karayannides, Matthew EvansJ \£ I J t "5iW w

IKlM.iClQ.il9a

RUGBY
RBBSBSSSSP

Finished

tournament.

Oaks pre-season

arter'finals of CISAa

\

' 1st Row: Manager Thomas Di Michele 2nd Row: Andrew or Michael Harvey, Joseph

Di Michele, Nick Hails, Mr. Stephen Bailey, Mr. Alan Kasperski, Mr. Aaron Freilich,

Matthew Sullivan, Marc Daniel Del Medico, Andrew or Michael Harvey 3rd Row: Mi-

chael Ruffolo, Collin Roche, John Malenica, Thomas Liddy, Thomas Toll, Vince Fuda,

David Rossetti 4th Row - Mr. Francesco Bazzocchi, Mr. Lafaele Taua, Fr. John Malo

C.S.B.Absent- David Bailie, Andrew Brannigan, Devin Cattelan, Alexander Congiusta,

Dillon Delaurentis, Sebastian Gorlewski, Josip Glavan, John Luciani, Andrew Kom-

arnycky, Evan Mclntyre, Maxwell Moffat, Michael Tibollo, Nicholas Venditti, Alexander

Vinnina. David Wilson. Matthew Zirnhelt. Derek Wiqqan



SOCCER
The U14 Soccer team enjoyed

another successful season finishing first in

the regular season with a 5-0-1 record. In

semi-play play-off action, St. Mike's beat

Hillfield Strathallan 6-0. In the champion-

ship game, St. Mike's once against faced

arch-rival Upper Canada, beating them 4-

1, making St. Mike's the CISAA U14 Soc-

cer Champions for the second consecutive

season.

In the fall, the Senior Azzurri were

once again successful at going undefeated

during the regular season, but unfortu-

nately losing the CISAA championship

game. The winter and spring were spent

preparing for OFSAA. During the spring

campaign, the Azzurri won both the St.

Marcellinus and Senator O'Connor tourna-

ments. At OFSAA, the team was ranked

6th in the 16 team tournament. A win and

two ties (one versus the eventual champi-

ons) in round-robin competition earned the

team a spot in the quarterfinals. Battling a

rash of unfortunate injuries, the team lost

a tight 1-0 game to end the tournament.

The coaches would like to acknowledge

the veterans who were playing in their third

OFSAA competition and the other gradu-

ates who have contributed so much to the

program.

SOCCER

fBack Row: Mr. Corrente(coach) Aaron Madgett (trainer) Brandon Willett, Matteo

Cianfrone, Mario Rotundo, Nico Daniele, Stephen D'Uva, Nick Singh-PingersgilG-

iancarlo Mignardi, Mark Simone (coach) Mr. Romano (coach)Front Row: Daniel Braga,

Sean Simmons, Stefan Walcott, Misha Mulalu, Giancarlo Caranci, Christian Maraldo,

Rob Morettin, Michael Staltari, Erick Patrician, Anthony DeLuca Absent: Joe Jackson,

Daniel Mazzotta, Daniel Baxa, James Jun, Dominc Virelli, Ryan Lee, Segaan Hobson

SOCCER •

1st Row (L to R): David DeiBaiso, Daniel DiMonte, Domenic Cappola, Anthony

lafrate, Daniel Melfi, Nico DeRuiter, Joshua Sekhar.2nd Row (Lto R): Mr. G.V. Di Leo

(Coach), Mark Fuoco, Greg Fedele, Robel Solomon, Spencer Poprawski, Ross Greco

Misha Mulalu, Chris Tuszyinski, Liam Walker, Chris Valela, Georgian Dimopoulos,

Andrew Mastracci-Marques, Mr. M. Pulla (Coach).Absent: Nick Benseler (Goalie),

William Quaglietta.

The St. Michael's College

School Junior Azzurri had an outstand-

nl ing season with 8 total wins and 1 tie.^ The Azzurri, under the coaching staff

of Mr. Pulla and Mr. Di Leo, clinches a

semi-final playoff spot and dominated

the opposition by a score of 3-1
. They

did the same in the final, obtaining the

CISAA Soccer Championship. Con-

gratulations soccer athletes and Forza

Azzurri! Coaches Pulla and Di Leo look

forward to new talent next year!



The U14 Softball team defended

the CISAA Championship and won for the

5th time in 6 years. The team played very

hard all year and battled to an undefeated

season.

I

Back (L-R): Mr. Miller, Lucas Porco, Michael-Antonio Vergaras, Mason Falbo, Mi-

chael Ropolo, Ryan Wheely, Massimo Demarinis, Mr. Vitullo Front (L-R): RJ Mienkows-

ki, Chris Wolfi, Owain West, Spencer Poole, Ryan Hamilton, AJ Padmore, Kirk Baylis

CROSS COUNTRY

Front Row (L to R):Gordon Whyte, Aidan

Cockett, Gavin Van Elsberg, Nick Pastorius, Avery Perri, Sean Davis. Gianni Sallese.Second

Row:Joe Ross, R.J. Mienkowski, Daniel Tatangelo, Andrew Badali, Alex Acosta, Spencer Poole

Top Row:Andy Seo, Alex Kruczkowski, Paul Gallaghan, Thomas Flack, Alex Hale, Alessandro

Varlese,Jack Bulger, Miguel Maese, John-Paul Gonsalves, Matthew Dinunzio, Marc Anthony

Manzo, Mr BymeAbsent:Ciaron Costello, Sean Killin, James Flanagan,

CISAA Results

Under 14 A and Under/l4 B finished third.

Level 1A: Alex De Mafchi (first), Grant Hil-

lar (second) /
Level 1B: Andrew Webb (first), Daniel

Derkach (fouimHarry Reddon (fifth)

Level 2A: Jaol^ArmsJtrong (sixth) •

Level 2B: Wyatt Thompson (second),

The team won every meet they

entered this year and they had three to five

runners finish in the top ten each event.

They captured the CISAA Under -14 Cross

Country title for the second year in a row

and fourth in five years. Nick Pastorius

won every race he entered and a strong

group of Grade Sevens and Eights all con-

tributed. Sean Davis was a real leader in

practice, demonstrating great commitment

and determination and was voted the Most

Kofi I Valuable Player.

IING

OFSAA Results

Individual: William'jNew (12th in Giant

Slalom, 8th in Slalbm)

MVPs

Under 14: Alessandro Varlese

Level 1: Alex De Marchi &od William New

Level 2: Ja-



SWIMMING
Despite a season that started off

facility challenged, the Blue Sharks had

another fantastic swimming season. When

all was said and swum, the Blue Sharks

finished the CISAA finals in 6th place

overall. The senior team won the CISAA

men's trophy, coming in first place for the

2nd time in 6 years. The team also had 9

OFSAA entries.

Back row (I to r): Philip Corvinilli, Robert Miceli, Grant Flagler, Grant Flagler, Dany Demy-

inenko, Nick Zawadski, Michael Rowe, James Jun.Middle row: Matthew Gott, Adreas Gianna-

is, Matthew Shun, Matthew O'Halloran, MacKenzie Richardson, Eric Reyes, Patrick Mazurek,

flichael Mastrella, Andrew Kucey. Bottom row: Matthew Thurton, Marek Ruta, Francis Me-

lenses, Mark De Paolis, Jack Martin, Fr. Fulton, CSB, William New (captain), Daniel Tamburri,

/ince Rago, Matthew Got, Fr. Fulton, CSB, William New (captain) Daniel Tamburri, Vincent

:ago, Sean Megna Missing: Jordan Allen, Nicholas Studer, Andrew Hand, Samuel Fresque,

rancis Menenses, Matthew DePaolis, Gabriel Gemmiti, Alexander and Andrew Hand, Liam

Higgins, Philip Lee, Joseph Loretto, Adrian Marsili, Luis Vera.

SNOWBOARDING
The SMCS Snowboard team had

another successful season finishing 2nd

overall in CISAA and qualifying for OF-

SAA. Special congratulations go to Lucas

Strezas and Michael Tatarsky who finished

in the top three for Slopestyle and to Chris

Campbell and Nick Hails who finished as

two of the top CISAA Alpine racers. Good

luck to all Grade 12 students who move on

to bigger rides and remember that there

will always be a seat for you on the 6:00

a.m. coach

TENNIS
Julian Del Medico, Andew Giguere, Matthew Gubasta, Nick Hails, Daniel Kearney, Felipe

Llano, Patrick Nunziata, Lucas Strezas, Michael Tatarsky, Chris Valela, Ryan White, Mr. M.

Viola (Coach)

The tennis team enjoyed a very suc-

cessful season. As it was a building year, the team

surpassed expectations. Albert Chlapowski led

the team with a league singles record of 5 wins

and 1 loss. At OFSSA qualifiers Albert finished 3rd

in open singles while Josh D'Souza and Darragh

Egan finished 3rd in high school doubles. Unfortu-

nately, only first and second place finishers moved

forward to the OFSAA finals. Mr. Michael Brisbois

and Mr. Paul Forbes provided ongoing support to

the team and are to thanked for this assistance.

Next year looks very promising for the team as

there remains a strong nucleus of players.

Team Roster

Albert Chlapowski, Giancarlo Caranci, Conor Sheri-

dan, Josh D'Souza, Darragh Egan, Alexander Bran-

dimarte, Guile Domingo, Daniel DGiorgio, Andrew

Ellis, Xavier Mijares, Gabriel Gemmiti, Acton Clar-

kin, Chris Carik, Kevin Carmona-Murphy
ft to right) Mr. M. Brisbois(coach), Josh D'Souza, Albert Chlapowski, 1

Mr. J. Brisbois(coach) Front Row - Guile Domingo, Andrew Ellis, Daniel DiGiorgio, Dar-J

ragh Egan, Giancarlo Caranci J



The SMCS Under 14 Track and Field

Team captured it seventh straight CISAA

under championship. The relay team set a

new CISAA record in the Under 14 category,

breaking a record previously held by SMCS
in 2006.

TRACK AND FIELD

i^r-BrPnri
UIFSWHBfSSCT

rice Pasquali,Anthony Melchionna, Justin Leon, Owen Leon, Mr. Paul Ruta Bottom Row Left:

Matthew Macciacchera, Lucas Marques, Theo Jung, Ryan McClelland, Gary Farje.Blake De 1

'

_

ent: Nicholas Eustace. Tyler Ravtek, Jake Walman

• AND FIELD
The team won its 7th consecutive

CISAA championship and its 28th overall

consecutive league championship, with con-

vincing wins in the midget, junior and senior

divisions. 32 athletes qualified for the Metro

Regional championships and 13 qualified for

OFSAA.

The U-14 Blue Strikers won its 3rd

consecutive undefeated league champi-

onship this year. The team showed great

resiliency and determination over the course

of the season, improving with each game. In

the championship game, the team beat the

only team to take them to 5 sets during the

regular season in 3 straight sets. Congratula-

tions on an outstanding season.

VOLLEYBALL •

!yan McClelland, Mitchell Valic, Robert Celik, Michael Byrne. Robert Byckowski, Michael

Arci, Connor Emeny, Eric Mauti, Nicola Pirone, Ryan Hunt, Ryan Fitzgerald Absent: A.J.

Blugerman, Jacob Dimitrovic. Donny Huston, Stanley Taufiq and Michael Antonio Vergara.



VOLLEYBALL

SiESHS
v1

cher (Coach). Robert Zanardo. hew Hinnecke, M.J. Kisirye,

Matthew Gasser, Patrick Boivin, Dominic Moscarello, Mark Zanardo, Mr. Enzo Vitullo (Coach)

Front Row (Lto R): Eric Roth, Dariusz Sokol-Randell, Gabriel Mangaiinden, Matthew

Gubasta, Richard Pilacinski, Patrick Michalski.Adam Strychaluk Absent: Conor Moloney,

Daniel Yimmesghen

Lead by talented veterans and

enthusiastic rookies, the 2009 Junior Blue

Strikers were unstoppable. They had an un-

defeated CISAA season, winning all regular

season and playoff matches. In league play,

they won 27 sets and lost none. They sealed

the CISAA Championship by defeating a te-

nacious UCC squad in the final. Remarkably,

the Strikers won four of the five tournaments

they entered. Coaches Fischer and Vitullo

wish to thank all of their players for their hard

work, integrity, and good sportsmanship.

VOLLEYBALL •
After a tough season last year, the

snior Strikers bounced back this year putting

jether one of their most dominating seasons

recent history. The team, lead by team veter-

s Cameron MacCracken, John Roth, Francis

ling, Peter Nahirny and Sandro Saldutto, was

;o infused with the young talents of grade 10

im setter Andrew Kocur and leftside Danny

jmyanenko. This combination would prove

be a good one as the team defeated many

the top programs in the province. In fact, the

ims started to raise some eyebrows when >-^ ^ [Q nghi stancjing
:

p airick PaoJin , Jcnaman Koin Grant Fiagier. Mr. Arseneau.

jy finished 2nd in the St. Michael's Showcase l^
Thurjnger

. Danny Qemyanenko. Francis Ayling From left to right kneeling: Peter Nahirny,

id then went on to finish 2nd in three more I
A|ex Gasser Davjd HgrriSi Erjn Camp0S| Mark Reitmeier, Sandro Saldutto, Andrew Kocur

the top tournaments in the province. Their

umament play earned them a third place

ed at OFSAA, the highest seed in school

story. However, the Strikers would fall short of

e medal rounds as they finished 5th losing to

/entual OFSAA gold medalists, Birchmount.

CISAA league play, the team didn't even

op a set all season, eventually taking the

ISAA championship at the hands of UCC in a

victory.

Missing from picture: Lucas Italiano, Cameron MacCracken
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St. Mike's showed that they can do more than

throw a football and ace a test when they performed Joseph

and the Amazing Technicolour Dreamcoat. The integration of

modern humour in a classic tale and the surprise appearances

of Elvis Presley, Donald Trump and the bachelor, made Jo-

seph a success. The orchestra, led by Mr. Pietrkiewicz, nev-

er missed a beat and assisted in taking the audience back

thousands of years ago to ancient Egypt, where this mystical

story took place. Franco Recchia blew the crowd away with

his theatrical rendition of the biblical character Joseph, and

his on stage brothers kept the audience entertained through-

out the show. The performance was great, but it was the little

details that truly embellished the experience. Recognition is

due to Mrs. Mandic, who was responsible for the top notch

costumes used in the show. The set design, led by the St.

Mike's art department, Mrs. Pignetti, Mr. Viola and assisted by

head painter Ryan Dawson, was detailed and highly effective

in making the story of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor

Dreamcoat much more vivid. Finally, I must acknowledge Mr.

Oatt, the director. Though he wasn't performing front and cen-

tre, his efforts and hard work were duly noted. His keen eye

for detail and perfection was clearly seen throughout every

minute of the musical. Though I went in expecting an average

school musical, I was pleasantly surprised with the turnout of

the performance. I raise my beret to the cast and crew for an

exceptional performance!

By: Robert De Santis, Blue Herald Reporter
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Grade 8

Honour Band

Advanced Band
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Band

Sr.Concert
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Drumline

SMC Jazz Combo

Saxes

Stephen Manardo- Alto

Paul Kim -Alto

Trombone

Mr. RJ Satchithananthan

Rhythm Section

Danny Nguyen - Piano

Mark Gazdic - Bass

Vincent Jacob - Drums

SMC Jazz Ensemble

Saxes

Luke Drudi, Chris Weigand - Alto

PJ Azzopardi, Alec Drury - Tenor

Boris Eng - Bari Sax

Trumpets

(Director) Patrick Michalski, A.D. Davis, Alex

Saitoh, Matthew Scott

Trombones

Philip Corvinelli, Mr. Dan Douglas,

Mr. RJ Satchithananthan

Rhythm Section

Vincent Jacob - Drums

Brandon Smtih, Ben Doran - Guitar

Mark Gazdic - Bass
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Facult

Gail O'Grady James Oatt



= -

1

V m i

{
Gregory Paolini Maurice Pasquali Paul Pietrkiewicz Louise Pignetti Mark Pulla Michael Quinn Fr. John Reddy C

*

it £M
Fr. Joseph Redican Frank Ribarich Miko Romano

\

Ross Kevin Shaughnessy Terence Sheridan George Shust Emily Slowikow

Sean Stokes David Tessaro Ian Thompson Frank Trentadue John Vella

ii

John Walsh

It
Barbara Zakowski Anthony Zanardo Fr. Cecil Zinger Jeff Zownir



Staff

<imm Bailey Steve Bailey Adrian Bucur John Cooke Gina Cramarossa Michael De Pellegrin Cathy Di Nunzio Ruth Echeverry

NO
>HOTO

Sonya Weber Joe Younder
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Grade

Alex Delano Heber
Acosta Ainsworth Antony

Andrew
Badali

Charles

Barcelos

Kirk

Baylis

Brendan Alexander
Bingham D~-'>-"

-

• -*

mmk Ti

Justin

Bulicz

Michael

Byrne
tiuoamuiui

^B£

Joshua
Camson

- -

Michael Francesco
Colalillo Colosimo

t

Attilio

[. Commisso

Massimo Thomas Nicholas Matthew Michael

Demarinis Di Michele DiLeo DiNunzio DiSchiavi

Julian

Drudi

Nicholas Vincent

Ellerton Fabiano

fc-J?

V

Martin

Ford

Kyle

Fraser

rdtAllAlL*
Ben Andre JohnPaul Matthew

French Furlanetto Gonsalves Grech
Liam
Grippo

Dakota
Brancatella

m.n

tA
Gareth

Connolly

Mason
Falbo

Ryan
Hamilton

ii

Jonathan
Heinz-Ban

Auggie
Horawski Houston

Isaak Joshua
lacobucci Johnson

Noah
Jordan

Miles

Kentebe

41
Justin

Kim



Spyro Max Cosimo Troy

toskinas Kowalski Lazzarino Lindsay

Thomas Conall Alexander Brandon Lou Jack

Luik Mackinnon Mangiardi Marinelli Martchenko Martin

R.J. Goran James Brendan Christoph Liam Nicholas Erik

ienkowski Mihic Moriyama Mullen Murray Naysmith Nemeth Neville

Patrick Michael

O'Brien O'Halloran

\nthony Dylan A.J. Adam
Oliva Ormesher Padmore Pappas

Mathieu

Payette

Avery

Perri

Andrew Lucas David

Petrucci Pittam Podpecan

m tj
Michael

ontarollo

Spencer Lucas Jack Jonathan Jacob

Poole Primucci Reddon Rizzo Robbins

Joseph
Ross

Gianni Luke stepnen Marco Graham

Sallese Sarabia Scanlan Scarpelli Sidwell

Rambert
Sin

Niall

Smith

Taufiq Pablo Daniel Aidan Darren

Stanley Tarditti Tatangelo Tighe Tse

Max
Tupis

Brady
Turner

Daniel Gavin Adam John

Tyrrell Van Elsberg Villazor Wales
Owain Ryan Gordon Matthew George

West Whealy Whyte Yellowlees Young



Grade

Jian Joshua Michael Benett Alexander Peter Rob Paul

Al-Khalid Anor Arci Blazevski Blugerman Brown Byckowski Callaghan

David

Carcasole

Robert

Celik

Stefano Ethan

Cianfrone Cohen
Kieran Marco Simon Jason

Colford Convertini da Silva De Angelis

>-i

tma^mmmm
Paul Nicky

Endrizzi Eustace

It*
Shane Ryan Thomas

Ferguson-Wuls Fitzgerald Flack

Luke
Foster

Mitchell

Francis

Michael Alexander

Garisto George

Duncan
Campbell

m
Blake

Del Brocco

Anthony
Giagiari

Josh
La Selva

Will Marc David

Laurin Lawrence Lee
Brendan Anthony Justin

Lemieux Leo Leon



Vince Umberto Julian Matthew Miguel

Lisi Lopardo Lovekin Macciacchera Maese
Michael Nicholas Marc Anthony Domenic

Man Maida Manzo Marchese

Ethan Eric Chase
Martin Mauti McCarthy

Steven Ryan
McCarthy McClelland J

Matthew Cameron Ryan
Mcintosh McPhedran Meddaoui

Anthony Riley

lelchionna Mocha

Connor
Morton Nippak

Marc Nicholas Gabriel Nicola Arthur

Palumbo Pastorious Petitpas Fung Pirone Piszczek

Harrison Michael Lucas Tyler

Potter Puopolo Quintos Raytek

Justin

Rizek

Christian

Rocca

Adam
Rochon

Kevin

Searle

Andy Evan Liam Jamal Daniel Alex

Seo Shergold Smith Spencer-Guirgis Spudic Tonelli

Mitchell Max Alessandro Nicholas Michael-Antonio Jake Jacob Nathan Clarke Alson

Valic Van der Kooy Varlese Vavaroutsos Vergara Walman Webster White Wilson Wong

Matthew
Wong
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Good evening fellow graduates, dear families an

friends, honoured guests, teachers, and Basilian Father!

My name is Christopher Nolfi and I am very proud to spea

on behalf of the Grade 8 graduating class this evening. I ai

deeply grateful for this opportunity to represent such a

amazing and diverse group of fine young men. For years,

dreamed of coming to St. Mike's but never did that dreai

include me speaking up here tonight... unless, of courst

you ask my parents.

Before I came to St. Mike's, I had often heard my father say many great things about the famous S

Michaels College School and how he wished he could have gone there as a high school student. He told me

had an excellent academic tradition and the Basilian Fathers and teachers had developed a great environmer

for aspiring young men. Well, he kind of mentioned that St. Mike's produced 184 NHL players and Leo Rautim

the current Canadian National Mens Basketball Team coach and Toronto Raptors broadcaster. Hmmm, I wondc

what impressed me more? Well, on one happy day in grade 6, my parents told me that I would be applying to S

Mike's for entry into grade 7. Here I stand, two years later, a proud St. Michael's student with many great n&

friends, wonderful experiences and memories, and eager to meet the challenges of the next four years in thi

special place.

I remember Welcome Day like it was yesterday. June 17th, 2008, was the first time I had actually visite

the school and I was very impressed, especially with the Astroturf on the Eugene Melnyk Sports field. The S

Mike's school spirit was almost overwhelming, yet incredibly infectious. There were sports achievement bar

ners, musicians in the Drumline and the best of all, the Hoikity Choik! The cheer was loud, full of emotion, an

very inspiring, even though I didn't understand a word of it. Little did we know that in a couple of months, w

would be proudly reciting those words ourselves as we became part of the St. Mike's brotherhood. I remembe

Fr. Malo speaking about the legacy of St. Michael's, the Basilian Fathers and how the school was founded,

think that I speak for all of us when I say that the emotion and passion of every speaker was energizing an

motivating. St. Mike's was going to offer us an opportunity to excel in academics, sports, art, music and man

other activities. I distinctly remember Fr. Malo challenged us to live the school motto - teach me goodnes!

discipline and knowledge. Simple words, yet with such a powerful meaning.

When it came to getting to know each other, there was nothing like Camp Pinecrest. Imagine seven c

eight young boys together in a small cabin for four days... you know what I mean... smelly socks, wet towel;

mosquito bites and sunburns. All kidding aside, Pinecrest was lots of fun, playing sports, swimming, kayakinj

zip-lining and was an excellent setting for all of us to get to know each other. Camp made being a new Grade

student at St. Mike's less intimidating, more exciting and especially gratifying that real school was delayed b

one week. Once I got back, I thought the fun was over and boy was I wrong. The fun had just begun.

Over the past two years, our teachers have challenged us to be better students and young men. The

made learning fun and exciting and encouraged us to strive for excellence in everything that we do. I remembe

the words on the wall behind Mr. Charter's desk - "I will accept anything but excuses" - a message to take r<

sponsibility for your actions; sometimes not an easy task for teenage boys. In class, we built super structure

for Mr. Tessaro, ancient catapults for Mr. Frescura, and became wise Fathers of Confederation for Mr. Callagha



id Mr. Giancola. We kept dead, dehydrated frogs in our basements for a month - sorry Mom - in the name of

:ience, and for Mr. Pagano we spoketh like Romeo and Juliet while we learned that Bradbury's firemen burned

>oks. In history, we tried to bring peace to Egag but that didn't quite work, and in French we created haute

lisine restaurants. We practiced jujitsu with Sensei Frescura in order to learn about levers and researched an

credible earthquake that rocked the World Series. Thank you Grade 7 and 8 teachers for preparing us well for

le next part of our St. Mike's journey.

There is no question that what makes St. Mike's special is the excellent extracurricular tradition. I learned

irly in grade 7, that there is something for every student at St. Mike's, whether your interest is in sports, music,

t, drama, finance, politics, engineering or community service.

I am proud to say that almost all of our U-14 sports teams won CISAA championships this year. At what

ther school could you see both our U-14 hockey teams battle it out in the CISAA final? Congratulations to

lam White, who bested Team Blue in a nail bitter that we all watched on a Friday afternoon. This year, our mu-

c band astounded the judges at the Toronto Music Festival. Mr. Pietrkiwicz convinced the Honour Band that

>metimes a musical piece is not as difficult as it looks and in the end, it sounded amazing.

The last two years have been extraordinary because of a few specific groups of people. On behalf of my

How qraduates, I would like to thank our parents and families who supported us, encouraged us and helped

!lIiTJii%WllliWWlf:|lll«W«J«llillHllJ

St. Mike's for their unwavering strength and guidance. They are the pillars of the St. Michael's Community

id they lead us as we strive to live up to the highest academic standards. Also, the Basilian Fathers, whose

edication and faith in us is a daily source of spiritual strength and inspiration. They are a constant reminder to

ach of us of our duty to live by traditional catholic teaching and follow the St. Michael's tradition of academic,

rtistic and athletic excellence.

Tonight, we are here to celebrate our graduation from grade 8. We acknowledge our accomplishments of

le past two years at St. Michael's College School, and embrace the challenges of the next four. We are living a

ift that started in 1852 by devoted Basilian priests, carried on today by the same inspired leaders. I think that

re have a lot to be proud of and to be thankful for. In September, we will have a responsibility to both welcome

le incoming grade 7 students and embrace those who will join us in our grade 9 class. We have already expe-

enced the power of those three simple words - goodness, discipline and knowledge.

To those students who will be leaving this school, may you always carry a part of St. Michael with you

nd may the lessons learned in these classes bring you strength and joy in the coming years. To those who will

e back in September, remember that we have four more years to make our mark on St. Mike's as it has already

lade its mark on us.

Thank you.
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Lenox Dominic Jordan Nello Eber

Adinkrah Agostini Allen Altomare Antony
Simon Salvatore Steven Paul Erik

Aqui Asta Atkinson Azzopardi Babinski

iiMJUiil4J
Thomas Ottavio Joseph Cole Andrew Dalton Francesco Robert Thomas Roman
Badali Bagnoli Bancheri Bardawill Barnes Barnes-McColeman Bartella Basmadjian Beretta Bindas

Borraccia

x Jullian Jonathan Zachary Matthew Domenic Benjamin Timothy

Brandimarte Brunino Caklos Campbell Capicotto Cappola Caranci Carcao

Michael Bruno Joseph Luca Haig Angus Augustine Matthew Marco Kevin

Camovale Carusi Cattana Cepparo Chahinian Cheng Chiu Clemenzi Coccari Collins

Alessandro Mark Nicholas

Daviia de Boyrie De Paolis de Ruiter

Jordan David Michael Ryan Matthew Charles

DeKort Del Balso DeMarchi Deshpande Di Fonzo Di llio



Vincent Charles Alexander Benedetto Daniel Guile Connor Benjamin Luke

Di Nunzio Digalakis DiGiovanni DiManno DiMonte Domingo Donovan Doran Drudi

Alec
Drury

Mark
Fuoco

Jason Matthew Matthew Colin Daniele Connor Andrew

Galli Gambacorta Gasser George Giannaris Gibson Giguere

Joseph Charles Robert Ryan Matthew Alexander Cameron Spencer

Giunta Graham Greening Grippo Gubasta Hand Hart Herbst

Lilt*

iiilii
Benjamin Michael

Falconer Fallone

Patrick Chris

Finamore Firman

Matthew
Freibauer

Rocky
Fuda

Kevin Nicholas

Gilligan Gilmore

Liam Matthew
Higgins Hinnecke

Hunter

Hogarth

Adam
Hojka

Joseph Yurii Ted Michael Adam
Mollis Hrabovetsky Hunt laboni lacobucci

Anthony Andrian Adam
lafrate Janes Jekielek

Immanuel Andrij

Johnson Kalymon
Loughlin Andrew Mark-Joseph Jaryd Jake Jermaine Matthew

Kelly Kennedy Kisirye Knight Kutkevicius Lawrence Leonelli

Charles

Lindsay



Marco
Lisi

William

Loumankis
Jonah Samuel Andrew Augustin Daniel Gabriel Mark

Macan MacMillan Maida Malatesta Mancuso Mangalindan Manolesci

I Matthew Andrew Camilo Nestor Lucas Liam Andrew Jake Mathew

Mantenuto Marcoccia Marino Martineau Maslej Mastromattei Mather Mazzanti McCormick McDonald
MM

Conor Anthony Sean
McKenna McLellan Megna

Daniel

Melfi

Philip Stephen Matthew Morgan Connor

Messina Messina Miele Moffat Molony Monaco

Michael

Montana
Michael Dominic Daniel

Moore Moscarello Moskaliuk

Andrew
Mullen

Adam Michael Ryan Matthew PremAnil

Murphy Nasello Neeson Nestico Nichani

U
Joseph
Orsini

m
Justin

Pate

m
Vittorio

Pirone

Ml^

Ron Nicholas Jonathan Christian Anthony

Pads Pallante Palozzi Paniccia Pantaleo
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David Paul David Oliver Julian

Pelaggi Pelaggi Percuklijevic Petrela Sobotik Piro

"W
Joseph Simon Spencer Shankar William

Pizzimenti Polan-Couillard Poprawski Purai Quaglietta

Matthew
Quarisa

Anthony Ernesto Harrison .._

Rago Ramos Reddon Redmond
Paolo

Reffo Riccardi

Jack
Romano Roppo

Marek
Ruta



Lucas Brando Andrew Matthew Ashley

iacchetti Santini Sarnese Scott Sebastian

Lucas Daniel Dylan Dariusz

Sgro Sheedy Skule Sokol-Randell

Robel Henry Dillon

"olomon Stafferton Stanway Stellato

Andrew
Storus

Lucas Declan Jonathan

Strezos Sweeney Swyers

Joshua Scott George

Teixeira Teskey Theodore

wtk
Matthew Jude Tyler

Thurton Thusiar Tillmann

"sainr

fl S-C5PA

David

felenzano

Phillip

Vescio

liliikfiUH
.hristopher Eric Christopher Nicholas Fraser

Weigand Welkoff Wilson Wilson Withers

iimitf

Gaetano
Tassielli

Wyatt Robert

Thompson Thornton

Ian

Tramble

Andrew
Webb

u/ltA
Calvin Anson Daniel Luca

Won Wong Yimmesghen Zuliani



iMfiMUilA fliiki
Alexander Michael Jack Michael James Eric Christian Nicholas Francesco Spencer

rmstrong Asta Astritis Balawejder Barker Barry Bartucci Bayleyrafeiir.Mt«ai

Alex Pat Nick Christian Paul Patrick Peter

Belardi Benigno Benseler Bianchi Bodack Boivin Boivin

Mike Jean-David Luca
Borron Brachman Breda

Alex Andrew Timothy Tom Patrick Matthew Esteban Colin Michael

Broadhurst Brothers Burdon Burke Byckowski Cameron Camuti Cardenas Carmona-Murphy Carnevali

liMMiMMMiMM
Landon Alexander Julian Albert Kevin

Catenacci Chiarlitti Chilco Chlapowski Choi

Graham Stefan Christopher Rowan Joseph
Chow Colangelo Collins Cornish Conflitti

Philip Sean Michael Daniel Gianluca Christopher Hafiz Julian Anthony

Corson Corvinelli Costen Courvoisier Crimi Curcuruto da Silva Damji D'Angelo Davis

e
lAlMUAtA
Christopher David John Leo Robert Christian Justin Dany Daniel Daniel

Dawoud De Fulviis De Luca de Ruiter De Santis Del Medico DeMarchi Demyanenko Derkach Di Giorgii

Michele Matthew Gabriel Jordan Alex Georgian David Sean Alexander Julian

Di Leo Di Monte Di Nota Di Scola DiLucia Dimopoulos DiSchiavi Domingo Doyle D'Souza



IN
Patrick Peter Casper III Marc

Durgy Dyloco Ercolao

Matt Liam Michael Jonathon Joseph Jonathan

Evans Fitzpatrick Flannery Fossella French Gaglia

."nomas Adrian Matthew

Gariepy Gazzoli Genga
David MacKenzie Anthony Matias Andrew Ross Robert

Gerhardt Gilmore Giuiiano Gonzalez Del Valle Greco Greco Grilli

yiatthew Luigi Joshua Mathew Christian Shawn Ryan Brody Andrew Conor

Guida lantosca Jordan Kahansky Karayannides Kelly Kennedy Kerrigan Kocur Ledger

<4r*

i

Joseph

Lee

Phillip

Lee
William

Lee

Tomas Alexander

Leitner Liakakos

-amero

Lindsay

Felipe

Llano
f «fc

v**l
Robert Matthew
Longo Loparco

i "M f

^
Michael

Loreto

Akeel Alessandro

Lynch Manca

David Zach
Mangiardi Marshall

Daniel
Andrew Paul David Christian Matthew Patrick Myles William Daniel

stracci Marques Mauceri Maunder Mazzanti Mazzuca McCarron McGurty McNee McRae
Mitchell

Mehling

Christian Patrick Xavier Nikita David

Meredith Michalski Mijares Gurza Mikhailov Miller

Michael Nathan Mason Misha

Moloughney Moore Moriyama Mulalu

John
Mullen



.ennet Dominic Duncan
Murray Naimool Nairne

Mario Danny Duane Christian Jack Mik Oresiri

Nasturzio Nguyen Notice Odorico O'Hara Opolski Oputu

Garrett Mitchell Mitchell Roberto

Palin Passarelli Petruck Pianosi

Chris Stephen Richard Alexander Frank Jackson

Piatek Pietrobon Pilacinski Piszczek Pizzimenti Poldrugov

mMksMtMtm mItj
Christopher John Jack
Preining Quittenton Ranson

Jessie William

Rendace Richardson

Marcos
Rivela

Vincent

Rocca
Conor
Ross

.r\

Jonathan

Rudyk
Conor
Ryan

Aaron
Sabilano

iilmiili!
Alexander Marc Ryan Thomas Joshua

Sartori Scavo Searle Sebastiano Sekhar
Humbert Stefan

Sin Sistilli-Sguaz

MiMiM
Adrian

Smith

Brendan

Smith

Andrew Daniel

Sol

Dawson Steven Adam Adam
Sprigings Stanwyck Strychaluk Sturino

Nathaniel Michael

Tannis Tatangek

mImJmI
Matthew
Tatarsky

Steven Frank L. ,

Tracogna Trentadue Tuszynski Valela

Nick

Van Tol

Liam
Walker

Tyler

Whealy
Ryan
White



Grade 1

1

Ulil
Photo

Not
Available

Beraki Xavier Oliver Tyler John Mark Gregg Jann Shane Matthew Nicola

Abraha Agostini Ainsworth Albrecht Altorio Antolini Autillo Baccas Badah Barbien

e
\AiUiMMmum

Tony Gabriel Scott Stefan Christopher Erin Gianluca Marco Eric Giancarlo

Belony Branyiczky Breckles Calabrese Campbell Campos Canaletti Canonaco Capno Caranci

Photo

Not
Available

Jesse Remy John Anthony Eduardo Matteo Ryan Giuseppe Mario Joseph

Carere Carnevale Castellarin Castiglione Cervantes Cianfrone Clements Clemenzt Colahllo Colangelo

Matthew Joseph Christopher Brandon Anthony Jelani Ryan

Cressatti Cristello Cundari D'Alessandro D'Angelo Daniel Dawson

Christopher

De Carlo

Matthew Stephen Alexander Alex Marc-Daniel Daniel Luca David JosePh Scott

)ePaolis DeSouza DeCiantis DeGagne Del Medico D'Ercole Di Donate Di Fonzo Di Michele Donald

Brennan Filipe Jacob Jamie

Donville Dos Reis-Baptista Dosman Dowell

Gordon David Stephen Andrew Alexander Christopher

Dri D'Ulisse D'Uva Effat Emeny Faria

Stephen Kevin Grant Alexander Vince

Farlow Fitzgerald Flagler Freibauer Fuda

Anthony Rocco Daniel Alexander Mark

Fung Galati Garbicz Gasser Gazdic



Gabriel Andreas Jonathan Matthew Barrett

Gemmiti Giannaris Goldnau-Vogt Got Grattan

Alex Michael Eric ~«...~.

Guiney Halamicek Han Harquail

wmm
Brian Spencer Andrew Michael Michael Alex Patrick Thomas Brian Justin

Morton Murphy Nestico Neville Nisiewicz Ondretti Ormonde Osbourne Page Palmerini



r

MUM m
Luigi

Panza
Patrick

Paolini

Elliot Eric Connor Alexander Victor Robert Kyle Lucas

Park Pelliccione Peter Petrela-Sobotik Piszczek Politano Pollard-Grant Porco

Philip Marco Nicholas

otomanni Razzolini Reddon

John Mackenzie Colin Nicolas David

Reiter Richardson Romano Roppo Rossetti

liliiki
Michael

Rossi

Mario

Rotundo
Andrew
Sahan

Mark
Sandor

John Luke Michael Dane Lucas

Santia Sartor Saunders Savini

Antoni Matthew
Seloterio Serfilippi

lexander Conor Matthew Sean Michael Nicholas Andrew Joshua Christian Andrew

Sgorlon Sheridan Shun Simmons Simone Singh-Pickersgill Sobolewski Song Soutsos Spacca

Michael Matthew Niall Michael Nicholas Prashanth Nicholas Fred

Staltari Sullivan Sweeney Tatarsky Tersigni Thambipillai Thunnger Tonelli

Jessandro Magno Christian Dante Andrea Matthew Khaleel William

Valente Vasquez Vavaroutsos Vertolli Villacci Walcher Washington Webb
Patrick

Weiers

D'Arcy

White

Brandon Spencer Newton Horace

Willett Withers Wong Wu
David Michael Anthony

'ii Yi i Zingariello
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"Live as if you were to die

tomorrow. Learn as if you

were to live forever." - Gandhi

St. Mike's has been a life

changing experience through-

out these five years. It has

molded me into a better

person and created many

memories that I will surely nev-

er forget. I would like to thank

my teachers, friends, and my

parents for always offering

their ongoing support and en-

couragement. It has been an

amazing five years, good luck

to all of my fellow graduates of

the class 2009-2010.

,/2^**i /I mnAar

All of my years at St. Mike's

have been very interesting

and through this school I have

learned many things. Although

my time at St. Mike's is almost

at an end, the memories which

I hold will never be forgotten.

All the laughs and fun times

which this school has given

me will forever be a part of

me. For everything that I have

learned at my school, I thank

my parents, teachers and stu-

dents. Overall, I feel that this

opportunity to be at St. Mike's

has not only enriched me in

education, but has taught me

how to be a better person.

So, I hear that I have to talk about

the six years I have had at SMCS.

Sounds impossible, but then

again, I do the impossible and

kick reason to the curb. Some say

., a .

.

.~— ,——
all great men walk. I would agree,

as it sets up walls in your way and

expects you to break them down.

There have been a few times

where I wanted to break down

these yellow brick walls, but that

is one of the many things, SMCS
has taught me: self control, re-

spect, and how to avoid the wrath

of certain teachers. So, while I am
off at University smashing other

yellow brick walls, I will always

Bleed Double Blue.

It's hard to describe what

have experienced through'

the last four years of my If.

To be honest, only one wo

adequately... beauty. I ha>

to thank my parents and tl

school, but most of all, yo

boys. It's been great!

Four years ago I almost

made the decision not to

come to St. Michael's, and

today I recognize how big of

a mistake that would have

been. Here's to all of the triple

spares, missions to bridge,

e-tobes, d-town, Punta Cana

'10, never panicked, team 6

intramural soccer, stories with

De Piero, reaching da's and

the all around goonery. Finally

boys, here's to our sons: may

they all have gorgeous moth-

ers and successful fathers.

/Ci\nn "gtHAntl

"Do or do not, there is no try."

-Yoda

"You find out life's this game of

inches" -TonyD'Amato

St. Mike's will forever hold a place

in my heart and a vital role in my

life. My journey began 6 years

ago and now comes to an end

though it doesn't feel that way.

St. Mike's isn't just a high school,

it's a community of brothers that

nothing can tear apart. I would

like to thank my parents for giving

me the opportunity to come to

St. Mike's and my brother and

sister for all of their support and

encouragement. I would also like

to thank all of the teachers, priests

and coaches who taught and

inspired me. A huge thanks goes

out to all the buddies who made

these past years ones I'll never

forget.

@Dnor ~£,nrktr

The last six years will stay with

me forever. Whether on the field,

in the arena, or in classrooms,

memories were made. Bleed

Double Blue started as just a

couple of words for me in grade

seven, but it has evolved into my

perspective on life - quitting isn't

an option. Thanks to everyone for

making St. Mike's more than just

a school and a place to pass the

time, you made it LEGENDARY.

Thank you - my parents, brother,

teachers, coaches, and friends,

good luck in the days ahead.

"Dream as if you'll live forever.

Live as if you'll die today." - James

Dean

QkristOfkir ~^>drr
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"Science without religion is

lame, religion without science

is blind." -Albert Einstein

fleAn gUir
I've had a good time here at

St. Mike's, but that wouldn't

have been possible without

my friends. If it weren't for

Rob, Cozz and Dan, I might

have actually have had to be

productive during first period

spare. I may have actually

done work and that would

have just been awful. That's

just one of the hundreds of

highlights in the past 6 years,

and I know those very memo-

ries will be the ones I take with

me as I move forward. I know

I need to thank my parents for

everything they've given me,

not only because they deserve

it, but because they'd kill me if

I didn't...

One thing I learned at St.

like's is, whenever they say

can't be done, remind them

it they make a jellybean that

astes exactly like popcorn,

iw let me tell you something:

life people trip. Most people

all. Some people, turn that

ip into a beautiful, beautiful

lance. But then again, why

vorry about today when its

ready tomorrow in Australia.

Six years ago I was forced to

go to a school I didn't want to

go to and now that it's over,

I don't ever want to leave.

The ups and the downs of

every year leave only great

memories... memories that last

forever.

^rW«* ~B>™<^n

"I firmly believe that any man's

finest hour, his greatest fulfill-

ment of all he holds dear, is the

moment when he has worked his

heart out in a good cause and lies

exhausted on the field of battle

- victorious." - Vince Lombardi

"We do not remember days; we

remember moments." It's been

unreal boys; the past four years

have been filled with many great

moments that hopefully I will

never forget.

Cheers.

"Aim low, be pleasantly surprised."

Cancun 2010...

tarterfie "£,H.cnr

Some people leave St. Mike's

with sadness and regret.

Some leave with memories of

the yellow brick walls. I leave

with new found knowledge,

great friends, and 6 years of

good times I will never forget.

I'd like to thank my friends and

family for being with me from

start to finish. I am proud to

walk out through the arch a St.

Michael's man.

"The truth is you don't know

what is going to happen

tomorrow. Life is a crazy ride,

and nothing is guaranteed." -

Eminem



These past 5 years have gone

by in the blink of an eye. It

seems like just yesterday that

I walked through these yellow

brick halls for the first time and

now I'm leaving. My time here

at St. Mike's has been great.

I'd like to thank my parents,

friends, all of my teachers, and

the staff. Thanks for all of the

memories and best of luck to

everyone.

£LCutt button

It's hard to believe that after 6

years in the league, my career

is over. From the classrooms

to the rink, I will remember ev-

ery minute of it. I would like to

thank my parents and brother

for their love and support and

for giving me the greatest op-

portunity in the world to come

to such a great school like St.

Mike's. To all the beauties, to

the Buzz, and to all my teach-

ers that made my life here at

St. Mike's a heck of a great

time, I would like to thank you

as well. Leaving is not easy,

but I know that you will all be

the best friends I ever had.

Thanks for the memories boys.

All the best.

frric £>*z.zin ^MUn turns

Fastest six years that was.. .unreal

six years that was. The memories

fabricated over the years are too

numerous to recount and the

values that have been instilled

within me, focus in particular, will

last a lifetime. The life lessons

- like how there are only so many

directions that aren't the right

ones, so if you try them all, you're

pretty much good, and that in life,

like on the volleyball court, the

louder and more obnoxious you

are, the more efficiently things get

done - will stay with me always,

as will all of my experiences at St.

Mike's. I'm leaving this school as

a blue-blooded St. Michael's man

and forever will be. Thanks for the

memories boys.

1/f\titthe.uv (ZttmppeC
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It's finally here. The long six year

road within these yellow brick

walls has finally come to an end.

The Metro Bowls, the CISAA

Championships, the spares with

the boys, all the story times in

DT, the construction of The Cup,

and all the lunches at Da Maria's

is all over. Hard to believe it's

already here. I would like to thank

my parents for giving me this

privilege and all my friends and

teachers that have made my time

here such a great experience. I've

learned many things during my six

years here; things that I will never

forget. So keep packing those

bombs boys. Go big or go home.

14XnnrD (Zappa

Thank you for the good times,

I won't be forgetting them

anytime soon.

St. Mike's is a great place to

come from.

"Vftitchttt Cdfrtitt

These four years have for sure

been a time that I will never

forget. The place has become

a second home to me. It will

feel so different waking up and

not going through the student

entrance and to my locker half

asleep trying to remember

what my combination is. I'll be

waking up in a dorm room and

will pretty much be on my own,

which is something that I am

looking forward to, but that's

not to say that I won't miss the

double blue atmosphere. Ifs

been great boys, and there's

so many memories that I will

for sure never fail to remem-

ber. Cheers.

y*Cevln (^Urmond-'T/lin'rpA^ j\ nthtiny (^urntvut

My time at St. Mike's has been

a life-changing journey. Going

beyond the derivatives, sinusoidal

functions, acceleration formulas,

Java, Shakespeare, John Q, le

subjonctif, aldehydes, and Seurat,

the years since I was a niner have

shaped me to become the person

I am today. The best lessons

learned were those outside of the

classroom. I would like to give

a special thanks to the amazing

teachers that enlightened my

studies and the moderators and

staff who made my extra-cur-

ricular endeavours possible. A big

hug for my parents who have sup-

ported me all the way through my

high school career. And cheers to

my friends - thanks for some of

the BEST memories! Don't forget

to recycle.
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ne is an illusion. Lunchtime

jbly so." - Douglas Adams.

inks to everyone for a great

ir years here at St. Mike's!

35evin 0nttdnn

Ralph Emerson once said, "All life is

an experiment. The more experiments

you make the better." I have been gifted

with the opportunity to partake in the

St Michael's experience for the past six

years. During these years. St. Mike's

has become a second home. I have

learned the art of goodness, discipline

and knowledge which have helped me

to grow into a St. Michael's man. I would

like to thank my coaches and teachers,

your passion and encouragement have

given me reason to succeed and flourish.

I would also like to thank my parents

for their loving support and direction. I

couldn't have done it without you, and I

always know who to count on. Finally, I

would like to thank the boys who have

given me many great memories that I will

cherish. "Friendship is unnecessary, like

philosophy, like art... It has no survival

value; rather it is one of those things that

give value to survival." - C.S. Lewis. The

friends that I have gained during my St

Michael's experience will continue to give

me value for the rest of my life.

^Z^/tntet 0Ae(ey ty&n-A Cea-OttAer 0ht> %,rUn tf£ynn$An) #**'

It's a really bittersweet feeling to

be finally writing this quote. The

experiences within these yellow

brick walls, the community, and

the spirit are all parts of the school

that I will sorely miss. On the

other hand, however, there are

the teachers, the friends, and my

family who I am grateful for and

indebted to for all of the knowl-

edge that they have taught me

and for the relationships I have

built with them. I would like to take

this part of the yearbook to thank

everyone who has been involved

in my high school years for their

contribution and involvement in

shaping the positive experience

that I have had.

/Icton 0twkm
stumbled in as a niner and

n marching out as a gradu-

;. Where did the time go? It

s absorbed by the walls and

ken in by the turf. The jour-

ven more lies ahead. This

ice has given me more than

)argained for. It's been one

the biggest influences in my

, and always will be. Thanks

to my friends, family, and

eachers for making SMCS

iren't plain yellow... they're

glittering gold.

~£,enj(lPHCH 0(nne

I will never forget the boys, the

beauties, and the three-peat.

It seems a little weird leaving

this place, but it also is a relief

to leave knowing that it was
ii_ !L. r> «... I. I ,.,UI

never forget the buzz games,

the baseball beauties and

jags, the chirps, the cheers,

the substitute teachers, the

locker room, the Irish club,

and the parties. Thanks to my

mom and dad for giving me

to Rich and Matt for paving

me a way in here. And to the

boys, there's only one thing to

Patrick CoUvu$tlD /lUx-HnAer 0tn$iit&U C,Uf>Aen 0DZ.ZA

We are positioned at a universal junc-

tion of life - the impending crossroads

that everyone eventually experiences

but no one ever fathoms will material-

ize so soon. The sensation is most

certainly bittersweet as we prepare

for our stirring future endeavors and

aspirations, and at the same time,

capture and forever hold a piece of

St. Michael's double blue spirit and

illustrious eminence.

To God, my family, the Basilian Fa-

thers, teachers, coaches, and friends

that made my experience within these

hallowed halls unforgettable, I offer

-" 'hcere thanks for your steadfast

guidance and support.

Boys, commit to memory that as pos-

sessors and agents of the coveted St.

Michael's way, our duty shall forever

Cluner
defend it, and live it.
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I came to this school young and

not knowing what to expect. Ifs

been a long 4 years, but during

my time here, whether it be at the

rink playing puck or just being with

the boys, I can honestly say I've

become a seasoned vet. Thanks

to my parents for giving me the

opportunity to attend such an

unbelievable school, and thanks

to my teachers for making my

experience so much easier. Take

it easy.

-Crammer

J^B^tln @i

Thanks for all the great times St.

Mikes, especially Dr. Doyle's pe-

riod 3 Classical Civs, 2008 Metro

Bowl Champs, and to Douglas on

the streetcar.

And now a life lesson from Dwight

K. Schrute: "When I die. I want

to be frozen. And if they have to

freeze me in pieces, so be it. I

will wake up stronger than ever,

because I will have used that

time, to figure out exactly why

I died. And what moves I could

have used to defend myself better

now that I know what hold he had

yXiculns Z>dHteU focofr Z&avis
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I've enjoyed my time here at St.

Mike's and have made friendships I

expect to last a lifetime. These years

at St. Mike's have been memorable

from the long hours on the court, the

field and the valley, to the late nights

around the campfire at Wanakita, to

Eastern Europe' 09, to the intense

core workouts second period. I want

to thank my teachers and coaches for

all of the time they've invested in me,

and special thanks to my parents and

brothers for their support.

"Ifyou can field a groundball in the

valley, you can field it anywhere."

If you survived St. Mike's, I believe

you can succeed anywhere. Good

luck to everyone in the future and

thanks for the memories boys.

Bleed Double Blue.

Why does goodbye seem so

easy and hard at the same time?

We have spent four years here

learning, seeking, and trying to

be inspired. We wish to leave,

yet we hesitate when we reach

those doors. At some point we've

grown too comfortable and with

the blink of an eye we are pushed

to change for the better, to find

ourselves even further and test

ourselves on what we've truly

learnt. One cannot fail to recog-

nize the people who have helped

one along in this journey. To my

family, friends, and teachers who

have helped guide me to the path

I have taken. In the end, we may

fear what we cannot predict... but

sometimes the unpredictably of

life is what makes it worthwhile.

It seems like yesterday that I

was walking through Mr. Chittle's

9G doorway and into my first St.

Mike's class. It opened my doors

to the Hills of St. Louis and to

the greener than normal grass at

Eugene Melnyk's field. To the ever

expanding St. Michael's com-

munity and as the telltale signs of

winter fade away and as grasses

green, we edge towards our final

days in these hallowed yellow

halls, we move on separately yet

bound to something more. It's

been an honour boys. But before

I depart I must remind the "space

cadets" that this is our Apollo 13

and we are Neil Armstrong.

Up... up... and away.



mory is a way of holding onto

tiings you love, the things you

and the things you never want

to lose."

Mike's has undoubtedly given

the most incredible 4 years of

life. Thanks to my parents for

lg me the opportunity to come

e, thanks to the teachers who

re guided me in the right path

d most importantly, thanks to

friends, who have made these

r years unforgettable. My time

re has been amazing and has

ped me into the individual I am

lay. An indivisual who is ready

the future while not forgetting

e past. The class of 2010 will

ver be forgotten. Shout out to

my boys! Here's to the memo-

ries that will last forever.

s4, UicAnAtr Zbefyhnrctu

Ifs been six great years; I can't

even begin to describe it. My

experience at St. Mike's was great

and I wouldn't change a thing. I

would like to thank everyone who

made this opportunity possible.

Most importantly I would like to

thank my family and my friends

for the many great times we had

together. I'll never forget any of it.

As much as I look forward to what

lies ahead, I'll never forget what I

leave behind.

XjH.ch Ztt ^regent

For the past six years, St. Michael's

has become my home away from

home. A place utilized not only for

learning, but for recreation, creativ-

ity and personal growth. I would like

to thank my loving parents for their

unconditional support and dedica-

tion to the building of my character

and personality through this magnifi-

cent institution. I would also like to

thank my teachers, coaches, friends

and family for their contributions to

my success. Through the Motto of

"Teach me Goodness, Discipline

and Knowledge" I have developed

into a true St. Michael's man, a man

of integrity, strong work ethic and

morality. The bonds and lessons

learned within these yellow brick

walls will always be close to my

heart, and will guide me for the rest

of my life.

\JtnA, Z)nmUrescn

"The question isn't 'what are we

going to do?' The question is

'what aren't we going to do?'"

- Ferris Beuller

ZbarragA g,$an /InAnw £,Uis

Good six years at St. Mi-

chael's. Many good friends

made.

opened for me.

J_,DrinZ.O £,icD^nt

Where should I begin? I remem-

ber when my parents told me

that they're sending me to St.

Well boys, it's over, high school is

over. The last four years here at

St. Mike's have been great and if I

^/InArcuv "^-ermzzntte

It's hard to believe that high school

has already come and gone... and

I was just getting comfy! All jokes

aside, my time at St. Mike's has

did not want to go to an all-boys a thing. I would like to thank my

be getting a better education but

I thought that was exaggerated.

I was indeed wrong. Not only did

St. Mike's help prepare me for

university, but it also taught me

the skills to live life to its fullest:

"You have the opportunity in front

of you." Furthermore, St. Mike's

made me become the person I am

now. I'd like to thank my parents

for sending me to St. Mike's

because I really appreciate all of

the sacrifices they have made for

me during the four years at this

school.

for making my experience here

possible. Also, to all the friends I

have made during my time here,

I wish you all the best of luck in

university next year and whatever

you do from than on. Goodbye St.

Mike's, I will always remember the

time I spent here and definitely be

grateful for it.

company, as there were too many

great teachers and awesome guys

around me to count. Seriously,

you guys are some of the greatest

people I have ever met. You have

provided me with memories that will

last a lifetime: filming Media Arts

projects, chilling in the ISU room

every morning, rehearsing for plays,

blaming Fresque, cramming for ex-

ams together, playing The Game...

the list goes on and on. My family,

teachers, friends, and God... I can't

thank you enough for this unforget-

table experience! Arrivederci!
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Ifs been 4 long years boys, but

we made it. I would like to thank

my parents for giving me the

opportunity to come to this school.

Without them, I would be lost.

Finally, I would like to thank all of

my friends I have made during

my 4 years here; you guys have

made these 4 years the best 4

years of the my life. If there is

one thing I can say though is

as we move on in our lives, we

must forge our own paths. In the

words of Ralph Emerson, "Do not

go where the path may lead; go

instead where there is no path

and leave a trail." We came to St.

Mike's as boys, we now leave as

A message to future students from

the tall guy with red hair:

My time at St. Mike's was some

of the best in my life. Whether it

was my numerous great teachers

and the close friends I found here,

the loud cries of "FITZT that

greeted me in many of Dr. Doyle's

Legendary Latin Classes, or even

the late days spent rushing an

essay in the library, I managed to

enjoy the six years I spent here.

As I head off to university, I know

I've gained a better understand-

ing of myself and the world in

general thanks to my St. Michael's

education. So long, SMCS, and

remember: The marks aren't

worth much if you haven't learned

anything.

^Jutldn "ZprascA

I sit here staring at this paper wonder-

ing what would have happened if I had

never attended St. Mike's?

Over the past 6 years I've found

myself, September-June, in the same

hallways, and at some points I would

question if it were never ending.

Change isn't always a bad thing, and

St. Mike's has done a very good job

at teaching me that. I'm gonna miss

everyone, everything. Joshing at

da's, butts at loblaws, bothering Ms.

Ottavino for lateslips, everyday. Get-

ting sniped for uniform, teamdumps,

2 weeks march break, threepeat,

Centra '09 with the 3 Julians, Media

Arts breakfast, Mangiare Mondays!

Schedule B, C, and G's, any excuse

to miss class. The list is endless. See

you boy's around, and remember keep

geeving, all day everyday, styll. Stay

Fresh St. Mike's.

£nmnel ^resfne. {Joseph ^aCChz.z.o

LIFE is too precious to worr

about stupid stuff, so have FU

go party

SAY what YOU want,

DO what YOU want,

regret nothing,

& DON'T let people who DOI

matter,

bring YOU down,

and get in YOUR way.

Know what YOU want to per:

vere in,

Embrace the good times an

learn from the bad,

SMCS 2010

(?6.ristopAer tpeorge fy&if] ^ttlvdn

First, I have to thank my parents

for spending $60,000 on my edu-

cation already, because without

that, I wouldn't be here. Second,

I have to thank God. Third, I have

to thank my friends for the amaz-

ing times we had. Forgoing to

Montreal in October and the many

memorable events that transpired

there, for leaving my mark on the

debaters at McGill, the two-day

track meets in grade 10 and 11,

informal debating at lunch, and

anything that happened with my

friends. I hope you all go on to

greater things. To four years at

St. Mike's, which feel as though it

started yesterday. Salute to all of

my scallywags and fresh kids.

tyhn tj^tynn ^£}zhnn £&On>itZ.

Where do I begin? As I write this, I f

as ifmy life at St. Mike's has just bee

Has it really been that long. Awhole

years within these yellow brick walls

come to call home? It's been one w
ride hasn't it? We've all had our m<

ments, and some of us had our obsta

to overcome. A lot has happened i

these six years, many memories th

will last a lifetime. For the ones that k

me going, even in my darkest time;

love you and can never show enoui

gratitude. I'm just happy you guys dii

throw me out the car that one time

Pincest '04 & '09, Mr Byrne '05, Me)

Golden Goal in Intramurals, Grade

"

Art Homeroom <3, Jr. Kerry Blues,

Leadership, Wanakita '07, B&N, Etc

Adoption, Scene, Homecoming, 3Pe

friends, SMCS.

Life isn't just happiness and fun. Yoi

have those dark moments, but be gl<

you're in a good place, and you'll stri

to live on. People who care surroun

you. Live life, and just go with it. Desl

always has something for you.
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Four years well spent, sheltered

by these yellow bricks. The les-

sons I have learned have been

immeasurable and the experi-

ences 1 have shared have been

joyous beyond words. Thank you

to my friends who stood with me

through adversity, my parents who

motivated me to strive for excel-

lence and finally to the school

and its wonderful faculty that

have granted me memories for a

lifetime. Best of luck to the class

of 201 0! Here's to the past and an

even brighter future!

A "St. Michael's Man"... looking

back, I had no idea that this term

would become a staple for the

rest of my life. Whether we're

talking about my boys who have

been with me through the ups and

downs, leadership camp, basket-

ball, football or drama, everything

is connected by an attitude, a

mind set, the St. Mike's way of

doing things. I'd like to thank my

parents and everyone who has

made an impact in my life these

past four years, you know who

you are. You guys have given me

memories that will last a lifetime.

May we never forget the brother-

hood we shared between the

yellow brick walls and remember

that with the St. Michael's attitude

the world is truly ours.

First off I would like to thank my

parents, mama and papa Hails,

for all of the support they have

given me through not only the

past four years but my whole life.

I would also like to thank all of my

teachers and coaches for the past

four years and all of the time and

effort they have put into my edu-

cation and life skills. Last but not

least, I would like to thank all the

boys. There was always history to

be made when we were together.

The legends of the beauties will

always be remembered. Cheers

to the St. Michael's men. Get the

boys home safe.

yi ntireuv fcf/lnA
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To all the beauties and teachers

that have helped make my two

great years at St. Mike's possible

for without you it would not have

been the same. Also to the Buzz

for a great year and giving me the

chance to wear the M it will not be

forgotten as well as the memories

that came alongside it. Thank

you teachers for your positivity

and helping me build as a person

and prepare for university and

the future. We beauties have had

some great memories and will

hopefully gain mo re as life goes

on. It's been an honour being the

Hawk and soaring through the

halls with no one else but these

SMCS beauties. It will be missed.

Hawker

"^.inttlmin fcjo fcvitn y^Dokon^-tnytBr

The year is over and the leaves

have grown again, only to fall

once more in the next season.

Time passes by just as the tides

wash up against the shore and

forever will forever more.
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In grade seven I entered the hallways

and classrooms of what would soon

become my second home. I didn't know

it at the time but I had just committed

myself to the best six years of my life. In

grade ten, I saw a Metro Bowl champion-

ship for the school, achieved a CISAA

gold medal and an OFSSA bronze medal

on the soccer team, all while perfecting

my "lets go double blue, double blue go,

lets go!" In grade eleven I felt worried

about the upcoming year, yet I managed

to get through it with a smile thanks to

the loosening of my top button and an

unforgettable semi formal. Finally grade

twelve, the final year. As I wrote my grad

quote, I thought, "What happened in

grade twelve that made it so amazing?

"then it hit me. EVERYTHING. From

chilling with the Mainzz, to story time in

Art, to finally getting that oh so needed

spare, to intramural soccer champs and

MTL 2010. 1 have nothing to regret I

will forever keep my blazer and tie with

pride. Thank you St. Mike's! God bless,

Joe Jacket out!

yhdtthtuv fe^iocvitz. J^tmirt femes femes fen
There's a lot of people to than!

making my last 6 years at this p

I now call "home" such an unn

experience. First off, I couldn't r

done it without my mom and d

my grandparents, and Abe. I'm

grateful for the opportunity and

experience. Thanks to Ms. Man

Chit, DOYLE, Stokes, PK, at

Mazzanti. Thank you Fr. Malt

Fr. May, and Fr. Redican for y<

guidance. And Ms. 0, you dese

the highest salary. Here's to Gr

Latin, caf-pong, music with nah6

Gr. 9 geography, shawarmas, it

chess wins, leadership, 6:30A

sharks, Carmen, and of course,

'10. Boys, these memories woul

have been possible without you

prost, nazdorovya, and cheers.

remember in the end, we're all ji

bunch of "poor little niners."

festln 7
e£dvcic--/£edrns ^bdnlei 7&Zedrney

So these 5 years finally came

to an end. It was an amazing

run boys. From story time with

Dips, to Dr. Sir Doyle, to IRISH

CLUB, and 5th period spare. The

amazing times I've had within

these yellow bricks will never

be forgotten. I'd like to thank my

parents for allowing me to come

to this school and for helping me

along the way. Thanks to all the

boys, for all the memories we

got and never forget that ETOBZ

crew. Always remember that "WE

LIVING THE LIFE"!

My stay here at St. Mike's

has taught me a lot about life.

Everything from the lectures on

the importance of focusing to the

opportunities to experience and

represent a community steeped

in tradition. But most of all, it has

taught me that no matter the

number of u-tums you make along

the way or the raw wings you

eat in the process, the journey is

always better when you're with

twenty other guys whose veins

run double blue just like your own.

\zy\tuilm -fCitcnenS

I want to say a big thank you to all

of my teachers, to my family for

their continuing support and to all

of my friends for making each day

memorable. Ifs been an amazing

6 years and I feel that St. Mike's

has prepared me for the next

stage of my life. In the words of

the great Johnny Drama, "victory!"

fOyo&fu -feov&yiis

.

I will always remember... th>

train that linked us for life, th

first tagger, skiing in the Niss;

Pow-Tow, the Skeezer train

Pizza Pizza chow time, Rabd

second period spare, class wi

the "BIGGER MAN" Dips. Th

boys: The Lug, Seth Cohen, T

Bird, The Light Of The World,!

Hero, Hailsy, Griffin and KP. T

Shooom. Phattys. Ehh Haww

wker. Buzz games. The time tl

"BIGGER MAN" waved back

me. MTL '10, The journal. Th

Young Guns, the Shpoff facta,

storytime, Lily and Jeff.

And of course I'll never forget i

6 years at St. Mike's.



ough my past 4 years at St.

;'s I've learned many things,

through good times and bad

:s. But what will stick with me

most will be the memories I

i leaving these yellow-bricked

Is behind. I'm gonna miss all

you guys, Etobz Crew!!

jrotrip '10 was unreal boys,

e wise Dr. Seuss once said,

j who you are and say what

eel, because those who mind

matter and those who matter

don't mind."

^/InAnw /Caccy

It's been a long ride, but finally

these seemingly never ending

yellow walls come to an end. All

I can say is thanks for the many

memories and experiences boys.

As we all face new challenges all I

can say is, "You cannot get to the

top by sitting on your bottom."

Let's put 4 years into 125 words.

There's too many memories so

just the highlights: "p-a-r-t-y".

Da's, Nicky V's workout plan,

no-lock life, team 6, and soccer.

I think about it now and a lot of

times we've done nothing but I

wouldn't want to do nothing with

anyone else. I thank my parents,

teachers, and friends. "What you

sew is what you reap." St. Mike's

has sown us and now its reaping

us. Interpret that however you

want. Is the sky blue? Is the grass

green? Well there you go. Mr.

Stokes taught me to look at things

in an abstract way. I want to look

at life upside down. I love you

guys. Anytime you wanna grab a

slice, let's go to Da's.

yiiatttieuv Jjidfir

"A thug changes, and love

changes and best friends become

strangers." -Nassir Jones

I want to thank the boys, my par-

ents, and all the Joe Breezy's.

me flies by too fast for me. I

nember Gr. 7 as if it was yes-

lay, and now I'm graduating...

Carson J_,tt

"Success in this game and in

life depends less on strength of

body than strength of mind and

character." -Arnold Palmer

St. Mike's truly teaches each one

of the men who leave here these

characteristics. I have discovered

so much since I first entered six

short years ago. Thanks to my

parents for this opportunity as

well as the teachers who have

passed along their knowledge and

everyone else who has helped

along the way. I'll never forget

the memories I have of this place

and the people I met. Good luck

everyone.

£,AmDnA Jjizn

"Don't cry because its over, smile

because it happened."

- Dr. Seuss

Peace Out Boys.

^petcr JjDfjtircti

From boys to men.

St. Mike's has taught me so much

in life and I would like to thank

the faculty and friends for the

guidance. This is a place where

4 years of priceless memories

will last.

I've been here now for 6 years

and have gathered a lot of memo-

ries along the way. From the field

to the ice, my SMCS experience

has been nothing but amazing.

All the glory and championships

will stick with me for a lifetime. I

would like to thank my parents

and all of the teachers I've had

along the way for all of the help

and guidance. To all the BOYS,

thanks for making this experience

so much fun and full of memories.

I'm happy to say that its finally

over, but this place will never lose

a spot in my heart!!



Metrobowl Champion 2009.

C.I.SAA. finalist 2010.

Kerry Blues for life... 3- PEAT...

Yeah Buddy!! Well football wasn't

the only thing I did at SMCS, but

definitely one of the best if not

the best. Now that I'm graduating,

while I'll never experience SMCS
football or full contact football

ever again, I relish the time I had

with my team and my coaches

playing the game I love. Other

than football, I had a great time

everywhere whether it was the

Mandarin with the football team or

intramural sports or in Italian class

having MANGIARE MONDAYS
with the Eagle; even having fun in

Europe with the boys was amaz-

ing as well... good times were

had at SMCS. Remember

SMCS wherever you go.

Alright boys, it's over and I

can't say ifs a hurting case...

but I can say that there were

memories made here that I'll

never forget. Getting deezed

in the weight room, weight

room club 2010, most suc-

cessful year yet. Punta Cana,

no Buenos, 85, lovin' it... a

little too much. Finally, to all

my boys, even Fini (love ya

buddy), going to miss reaching

the spot, church ball, and all

the good times we had. Love

you all.

0Ari&tlfin yhdrAtAo

Look at me Ma, I actually did it

AND there's even a picture in

this book as proof! It really sucks

having to leave though, I was just

getting good at this whole "high

school" gig. Thankfully I have my

good memories and friends that I

take away from these last 4 years

to remind me of what a journey it

has been. From answering "The

Bear's" obscure multiple-choice

questions to running laps for

being a "Niner" in grade 11 , I'm

going to miss it all. Best of luck

boys, we had some fun!

"Z-Arnvko "yftarkH.&

"You see, the key to eating a

black and white cookie is that you

wanna get some black and some

white in each bite. Nothing mixes

better than vanilla and chocolate.

And yet still somehow racial

harmony eludes us. If people

would only look to the cookie, all

our problems would be solved."

- Seinfeld

"I wanted you to see what real

courage is, instead of getting the

idea that courage is a man with

a gun in his hand. It's when you

know you're licked before you

begin but you begin anyway and

you see it through no matter what.

You rarely win, but sometimes you

do." - To Kill a Mockingbird

To my family and friends, thank

you for showing me that it is the

journey not the destination, the

struggle not the reward.

I am not a guy of many words so

here it is,

It has been great to be a part of

the class of 2010.

I wish everyone the best of luck in

the future.

Cya on the otherside of the yellow

brick walls.

yKtcUd yftn&trdU

I walked into this yellow-bricked

building 6 years ago a shy, fearful,

young boy and am now walking

out a confident, daring St. Mike's

man. The memories made with this

school are unforgettable. Celebrat-

ing the 3peat, 6:30 a.m. Blue Shark

practices, blackout swim, CISAA

champs, period 3 spare/weight-

room, daily loaf and soup from

Lobs, schedule B's to G's, Quebec,

Florida, Disney World & Bahamas

cruise, Punta Cana's unreal grad

trip, and countless others. I just

want to thank my parents for pay-

ing for this great experience and

keeping me going through all the

bumps along the way and to all of

the great friends that have made the

6 hour days seem like no time at all.

Cheers to everyone that made my

time here so great!

It's like the seasons, beautif

first but then after time it bed

tiresome. When it's almost o

you reflect and see the beai

anew, and you want time to s

Life continues and when it dc

you must continue with it bee;

too much of what you know r

have been lost, a new seasor

bring its own fruits and riche

made many cherished memo

at SMCS: from waking up at

!

for swimming to just chilling \

my boys in Eastern Europe;

this stage has passed. I gues;

point is to cherish the mome
you had and on your path a

remember: If you stand still

nothing changes... but, if you i

take a step foreword... sometl

good will happen. Thank you

Mike's.

When I first came to St. Mike's m
people told me that my four years

would go by fast and at first I die

believe them. Now here I am at gr

ation and they were right. I guess

flies when you are having fun. Fi

the music room to the gym, throi

the hallways and in the classroo

there is the sense of a true commi

a brotherhood which has been ins

within the yellow bricks of the set

since 1852. Thank you Mom and

for all your love and support throi

the years. My years at St. Mike's I

been the best years of my life.

never forget my teachers and frie

who made these years so unforc

table and life changing. Now afte

all, I am truly proud to say that I b

double blue. So this is it, to all of

best times we had and until we rr

again, farewell my fellow St Mik



dtrick yjidZurek

contra ventum mingere. "Weird" itself, even in the dic-

tionary, is just something that

is different and unexplainable.

A weirdo is someone who fol-

weird, ain't nothing wrong with

that.

floseaA "yf\nz.2.ncil

Our journeys as St. Michael's

students are coming to an end.

We are all going off to new places

to attain the goals we have set for

:-,nr ininrac at\H it cotsmc like it is

all happening so fast. St. Mike s

truly does teach us goodness,

discipline, and knowledge. How-

ever, I won't just walk out of this

place with a diploma, I walk out

with friends who I am proud to call

my brothers. Without you guys,

high school would not have been

the same. I would like to wish you

all the best of luck for what's to

come and forever we will all bleed

double blue. Congrats.

St. Michael's has the possibil-

ity to be the greatest experi-

ence of any young man's

life, so do not be a niner and

the volleyball team, because

there are no coaches in the

world like Mr. Fischer and Mr.

Vitullo and there is no less

mature role model than Alain

Arseneau.

Carpe Diem boys

The following will be neither unified

nor cohesive, nor will it be in a five

paragraph format.

A poet by the name of Chistopher

the game shakes me or breaks me, I

hope it makes me a better man, Take

a better stand."

I

have never been a fashionista, but

after spending six years here, I will

never wear grey dress slacks again.

Special thanks go out to my parents,

Mr. Carcasole, Ms. Allevato. Dr.

Doyle (I would like to apologize, in

text, for my antics in both grades 10

and 11 although most of them can be

connected to Fitz, and Mr. Barry (for

omitting the obscure multiple choice

questions.)

I would thank Ms. Higgins, but she

said I could do that when I win an

Emmy for writing."

Hmtron yftcQu-At

sen a great six years and now

up to all the beauties to carry

i the tradition. Thanks to my

>nts for a great education and

Jl the teachers for making me

more learned.

The memories inside these yellow

brick walls will never be forgotten,

and neither will the teachers who

inspired me. Chittle's Gr. 9 gym

class, Bazzocchi's intense games

of Simon Says, Narducci's infinite

wisdom and stories, Di Piero's

amazing DT class and Di Leo's

classes of tacchini. I want to

thank my family for their endless

support, and thanks to my friends

who helped make these past four

years the best. Not to be forgotten

will be Ben's fight with his locker,

Abballe's anxiety of getting to

class late, Baxa's ability to escape

wearing his blazer, G's Canadian

Idol voice, Dave's way of being

Dave, and thank goodness for

Steve who kept me sane through

it all. Congrats guys. See you at

This graduation quote is 125

words. It does not contain any in-

appropriate words, abbreviations,

or short forms. Thanks for six

years St. Mike's. It is time for us to

part because my mom got scared

and said, "You're moving with your

auntie and uncle in Bel-air." So

I whistled for a cab and when it

came near, the license plate said

"FRESH" and it had dice in the

mirror. If anything I could say that

this cab was rare, but I thought,

"Nah, forget it. Yo homes, to

Bel-air!" I pulled up to the house

around seven or eight and I said

to the cabby, "Yo homes, smell

you later!" And then I was finally

there, to sit on my throne as the

prince of Bel-air.

A magisterial six years. What

more can I say?

"Beneath the clothes... we find a

man and beneath the man... we

find his... nucleus." - Nacho Libre

These past four years at St.

Mike's have helped me discover

my nucleus. All the hours spent

in the classroom and on the

field have shaped the person I

have become. I'd like to thank

my parents for giving me the

opportunity to come here. All of

these memories will be remem-

bered forever. Every day on the

Richmond Hill bus, Loblaws fights

with Consuela, the stupid games

we always create, Intramural

soccer '10, first period spare and

Windsor '08. 1 am going miss this

place a lot, I'm going to miss you

guys. Good luck in the future, all

the best.



T/ffccAflit J\(lcctireitD

Six years gone, just like that boys.

I entered a boy, I leave a man.

Thanks to my parents for loving

me enough to send me to St.

Michael's, for without their support

none of this would be pos-

sible. Thanks to all of the beauty

teachers, faculty and inspiring

coaches for making my time at

St. Mike's enjoyable. St. Mike's

has given me the most incredible

years of my life. Here's to all of

my buddies, thanks for the great

times and the sometimes not so

great times. Kerry Blues, 3-peat

team, Friday night buzz, MTL

2010, Calli's Gr. 8 class, chats

with Narducci, and gettin fired up

with the boys. Memories that will

stay with me for life. I entered the

yellow brick halls alone, I leave

with brothers.

\&-

^

^etcr y\ci(urny

It's hard to believe how quickly my 6

years within these yellow brick walls

have passed. I'd like to thank my

parents, my brothers, my grandpar-

ents and the remaining family for

their continuous love and support

throughout my journey. I'd like to thank

all of my teachers, my coaches, the

volleyball program, Mr. Arseneau,

along side Mr. Sheridan, Father Malo

and especially Ms. Ottovino who have

helped me throughout my journey

here. Here's to: volleyball baseball,

some unforgettable music classes with

JJ, cafe pong, Carmen, memorable

DT classes and lastly EE '10.
1 prob-

ably wouldn't have done it without any

of these people. Lastly to all the boys

who made all these years unforget-

table: Don't be sad that it's over, be

glad that it happened.

"Take care of all your memories. For

you cannot relive them."- Bob Dylan

^UrugAymt y\nptt VOUHdm J\e.i<v

Six years fly when you're living the

dream. St. Mike's became myhome

when I walked through the arch in

2004. As I leave in 2010, 1 know St.

Mike's will stay my home. Thanks to

my mom and dad who have always

supported me and to my brothers who

helped pave a path for me at SMCS.

Thanks to my teachers who helped

me when I was in need of help. And

finally, thanks to the Boys. The memo-

ries of everything we have done

together will never be forgotten. The

Tri-pod, Eastern Europe '09 &

'10, Metrobowl's, Leadership, Irish

Club with Dr. D, Blue Sharks with

Father, Slopes on Wednesdays, Biking

on Fridays, and Saturday nights.

Boys... it's been fun. Double Blue

Forever. Cheers, Newy

Hilton yiortinAit

If there is one thing that I hav

perfected at St. Mike's, it's last m
cramming. This grad quote is no

ent! In all seriousness, it's impos

for me to count the number of les

that St Mike's has taught me. M
concerts, trips to Chicago, Floridi

Europe. Period 6 spare in the c

crazy moments in Doyle's class, I

ing to JFK conspiracy theories b;

Narducci. This is what has mad(

Mike's special to me. I'd like to tl

my parents for having been then

me. Thanks to my teachers for i

the support in the classroom. Sp

thanks to Dr. Doyle, Mr.'s Ban

Douglas, Fischer, Lee, and Gian

Also, thanks to Mr. Pietrkiewicz

the music department for giving

an interest in music. Finally, than

my classmates and friends, form
these last five years fly by.

Patrick y\nnzcA.tn "Yftnttkiiv 0'^dUornn

I remember September 6, 2004,

when I had my first day at SMCS.

It was a day 4 and math class with

Mr. Di Piero, he told us to look at the

clock and count 15 seconds: Grade

7 math unit 1 . It was somewhere

between the snowboard team every

Wednesday and grade 10 science

when I lost track of the time. If I

put all of the unforgettable stories

into words, you would be reading

for days. Boys, heres to late slips,

exams, English, Punta Cana 2010,

security guards, Pizza Pizza, the

art trip to Chicago, weight room

lifts, the 30 Hour Famine, Mandarin

2008, nature walks, Subway, Da's,

gardening with Father Zinger, taking

the subway, Loblaws, and most

importantly, heres to staying under

the radar (most of the time). It's

time for us all to go on to bigger and

better things. Peace.

My last six years at St. Mike's

have been amazing and have

been shaped by the teachers,

coaches, and friends I have been

lucky enough to have. I have to

thank my parents because without

them, I would not be where I am
today. The hockey team was awe-

some and I'll have some amazing

memories of OFSAA, U-Turns,

dance-offs, Buffalo and sweet

flow. The leadership program is

something that I am truly proud

to have been a part of during my

time here. The Baseball team

was unreal, fielding some of the

best teams I have been on at the

school. St. Mike's has helped

mold me into the person I am
today and I am proud to be gradu-

ating from such a great school.

^tt^nno Qtivirio.

My time at St. Mike's has been

a long and adventurous one.

Climbing through the grades,

year after year, I couldn't wait for

highschool to be over. This all

changed when grade 12 hit, and

grad became a reality. Writing this

quote, grad is only a few short

months away and honestly, I am
not ready to leave. With the help

of some great friends, I can truly

say the memories created here

will be unforgettable. Thank you to

my parents, teachers and friends

for helping me on this difficult road

to success. Now as we prepare

for the next step, university...

independance, the knowledge I've

gained here will be put to the test.

Best of luck guys.

Great school,

cool teachers,

good friends,

fun times.

So long St. Mike's, and tha

for all of the fish.



mtknn Qsincknk ^miAetto ^utomfo

I would like to start off by saying

that these past four years at St.

Mike's have been interesting to

say the least. Waking up every

morning to get on the infamous

Woodbridge bus has provided

many crazy moments. I will

always be remembered as the

only guy who would style his hair

in a school with all guys. There

have been so many memories, I

can't list them all. Lefs just say

that I will always be a part of the

Woodbridge Crew. I want to close

by thanking my parents for their

support and teachers who helped

me along the way, especially 12th

grade homeroom with something I

like to call "Stokes comedy hour."

Special thanks to Diana who has

been an inspiration.

Kurt Vonnegut once said:

"There are two types of men

in this world, those who know

this man never met Mr. Barry.

ix great years have passed

e I first stepped into these yel-

-brick walls and I am left with

imories that will never be for-

ten. I cannot believe how fast

the time went, but I would not

ange a moment of it. I walked

i boy and now I leave knowing

. I am a true St. Michael's man.

would like to thank everyone

who helped to make this an

nforgettable experience: my

ents for making it possible, the

chers and the Basilian Fathers

all of their hard work, and my

nds for making these six years

ime to remember. St. Mike's is

ire than just a school and it will

always be a part of me.

'Xs&nut ^>ercH.Mijtvic ^/l UsSdnAro ^piAnOSi

I find it amazing that when looking

ahead, four years can seem

like an eternity. However, when

looking back, my four years at St.

Mike's seem like a blur. No matter

what you do in life, always have

faith in yourself. More importantly,

have the courage to have faith in

others. Many thanks to my family,

teachers, and the friends who

have made it all worthwhile.

From tadpole to frog, cub to bear,

star into supernova, and cotton

into t-shirt, everything changes

and grows. At St. Mike's, the

from boy to man. From the bot-

tomless pit of my heart, I would

like to take this opportunity to

thank my parents for their tre-

mendous love and commitment to

providing me with the school that

taught me goodness, discipline,

and knowledge. As the great

Carl Sagan said, "I have lingered

long enough on the shores of the

cosmic ocean. I am ready at last

to set sail for the stars."

£.rick ^putrldan

6 years, 72 months, 312 weeks,

2190 days at St. Mike's. I guess

that's how long it takes for friends

to become brothers. Leaving a

started me off in grade 7, 1 had no

idea that the next 6 years would

become such memorable and

unforgettable years. I would like

to thank my parents, teachers,

and friends who made all of this

possible, as my time in these

yellow halls created memories I

won't soon forget. Heading off to a

bigger better start, being a main,

still a main, most main, and most

love, peace St. Mike's... I'm out

EP2010.

/I Ann*, ^putmn^do

They told me that it would fly by,

that no matter what these will be

the greatest years of your life so

far. It's incredible how right they

were. Spending the last four years

walking through the yellow-bricked

hallways with friend I will keep

forever and experiences that will

never be forgotten, SMCS truly

has become my home. Staying

out three hours after every school

day for football practice paid off

in every way, and being part of

the Kerry Blues team, that 3-peat

is undoubtedly the most special

connection I have with my school-

mates and my school. 125 words

aren't enough to express my

appreciation towards my parents,

my family and the administrators

of SMCS that kept pushing me to

strive for greatness.

yl UiLUnAzr ^protomAnni

After six years my career has

finally come to an end, marking

the end of one chapter and the

beginning of many to come. We

leave St. Mike's better prepared to

take on any obstacles presented

to us thanks to the guidance

and knowledge provided by the

teachers and coaches. I'd like to

thank my parents for allowing me

to attend St. Mike's and providing

me with constant support because

without them none of this would

have been possible. And of

course, I will never forget Calli's

grade 8 class, the Metro Bowls,

skiing, the Nissan, the train rides,

the DTs, MTL '10, the weekends,

and of course the Buzz and the

boys, you know who you are.

Thanks for the memories, Class

of 2010.



"yJidttAe^v ^pnrA,y \Sincatt ^.d'fD ^-rnncD ^,icc(un

It is often said that in attending

St. Michael's, you realize it is not

just your school, but your life. My

four years here, filled with friends,

clubs, athletics and arts, have

made me truly understand how St.

Mike's takes us in as boys, and

lets us go as men. I would like to

thank all of my teachers, friends,

and family for encouraging me

and leading me throughout my

high school career. Good luck to

everyone in their future, undoubt-

edly successful lives!

"YKichutt "fccynotAs tjprtlnt "^ickurA&Dn y{vithony feeZZO ZZbaveA. "fcciccD

It's a streak that I've kept alive I have spent six years within these

for 6 years at this school. I

never lose.

yellow brick walls and I can't

even begin to explain how much

this school has changed me. I

came here

as a boy and leave as a man. I

will take all the valuable lessons

learned at this school forward with

me in life. 1 would like to thank

my family for all of their love and

support. I would like to thank my

teachers and coaches for always

guiding me in the right direction.

Most of all, I would like to thank

all of the boys for every memory

shared

over these past six years. I'm

going to miss you beauties.

GotCtn ^.ochu

3 years ago, I entered the yell

brick walls with the most pes

mistic attitude, only to find out

you only get out of life what y

put in. Someone once said tha

was always on me." He was rii

Thanks Mom and Dad for th

push. Thank you to my teachf

and my boys (you know who \

are). Cheers to kicking it with i

BOYS, ETOBZ REPRESEN'

LEADERSHIP, WEIGHT ROC

PERIOD 6 SPARE, and EAS
ERN EUROPE 2010.

Rocha has left the building, pe;

out boys and good luck.
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e realized through my years

that St. Mike's requires one

o success, work. Whether it

een the extensive basketball

i volleyball schedules, the

ught of homework and tests,

most failing Mr. Thompson's

'sics at the start of the year,

ve put a lot of blood, sweat,

leart into this school to leave

ark, and to carry on a great

ion. The journey hasn't been

easiest, but I have evolved

i person dramatically since I

walked through those doors,

/ould like to thank all ofmy

hers and coaches, who have

tored me on the way, and the

iportive school community. I

ontinue to live by the motto of

dness, discipline, and knowl-

edge forever.

"yhUAdct "Row
Six years. Six years have flown by

so quickly that it seems like one

big blur. It's amazing how slow

time moves to reach the future,

yet you realize how fast it passes

when you're there. Unfortunately,

my St. Mike's journey has ended,

yet, I am leaving happily because

I know that this school has

changed me for the better. I'd

like to thank my parents for the

superb job they did in molding me.

I thank my teachers for giving me

the tools to succeed. I also thank

my peers, for adding the details to

the sculpture my parents created.

Without all of you, I wouldn't be

the person I am today and I thank

all of you unconditionally for your

contribution.

"Once I set my mind to something,

I have to accomplish it. 10 years

ago, I was an inch and a half

shorter than I am today. Sheer

will power!" - Jack Donaghy from

"30 Rock"

Thank you to all my family,

friends, teachers, and coaches

who made the past six years at

St. Mike's an experience that I will

never forget.

£ anA.ro C,ntAntto
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I'm very thankful that I've been

blessed with the opportunity to

attend SMCS and cannot imagine

growing up in a more incredible

community. Through 6 years, I have

enjoyed everything that connects all

of us into such a beautiful brother-

hood. I know that what/who I am

taking away with me will carry me

to great success and happiness.

The friends I discovered will remain

forever, keeping alive the memories

and reminding me of what a

privilege it was to don the Double

Blue at their side. Everything has

been a pleasure; despite the oc-

casional stress and "hard" work. I

can truthfully say that attending St.

Michael's has been one of the best

experiences of my life. Thanks, I'll

never forget everything/everyone

who made it so special.
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I would like to thank my family,

friends and faculty of SMCS for an

enriching experience in the past

four years.

"It is so fast it will make a dead

man scream."- Keiichi Tsuchiya

"We think too small, like the frog

at the bottom of the well. He

thinks the sky is only as big as the

top of the well. If he surfaced, he

would have an entirely different

view." - Chariman Mao

You never realize how good

;

have something until it's tak

away from you. After spendir

years in the yellow brick hallw

I finally have come to realize

good of a high school experie

St. Mike's has provided me. I \

to thank my parents for givii

me the opportunity to attend

place that has transformed r

from boy to man. SMCS ha

been a place where I have b(

through highs and lows and

place that has always been tf

for me. I am happy to call th

place not only my school but

home. I will never forget the it

memories and friends I leav

•^>W Taylor

"A teacher who is not dogmatic is

simply a teacher who is not teach-

ing". -Gilbert K. Chesterton

I would like to thank all the

"dogmatic'' teachers throughout

my life at SMCS, you have truly

been an immense influence on

my life. A special thanks to my

zealous religion teachers, dedicated

music teachers, infallible history

teachers, patient English teachers,

courageous science teachers, and

the long-suffering Mrs. Ottavino.

A special thanks to the Basilian

Fathers, especially Fr. Zinger, for

instilling in me a love for the faith.

To my co-workers at the Mporium, it

has been a great four years, and for

all librarians past and present, thank

you. Finally, thank you mom and

dad for supporting and loving me

unconditionally.

7&£evin ~£trce.ro& ylnAnw ~fer&ig)ti

As I come to the end of my

journey at St. Mike's and choose

another road to follow, I know that

I will never forget my experiences

here. St. Mike's will always be a

part ofme for it has helped me to

become the person I am today.

The past six years would not

have been possible without the

support and encouragement of my

parents, teachers, and all my life-

long St. Mike's friends. So as we

leave the security of St. Mike's, let

us remember:

"The ultimate measure of an

individual is not where they stand

in moments of convenience, but

where they stand at times of chal-

lenge and controversy." - Martin

Luther King, Jr.

0tarkt Thompson

And just like that... 4 great years

are knotched under the belt. First

of all, thanks mom and pops for

giving me this opportunity and

supporting me through the years.

To all the teachers and coaches,

thanks for passing on your wis-

dom, and I appreciate all of your

tolerance

with my shenanigans. To the

boys, so many memories in sc-

uttle time;

Pizza Pizza, Eastern Europe, &
the never ending chirping. We
always tore it up. Distance may

separate us, but the bromance will

last forever. Cheers boys.

yHUAnd ~£ifoUt

As the years go by day by d?

SMCS grows on you. Through

my 6 years, I've come to lov

this place and just want to tha

my parents, family and frienc

who supported me along tht

way. Straightjoshing in the Jo

Dispensor, bowling at lunch, D

pizza, rex patrol and the cort

It's been real boys. May the w
always be at your back and tl

sun upon your face. And may I

wings of destiny carry you alof

dance with the stars. One love

Mike's... T.



( great years in these yellow

;ked halls. Workouts with the

/s, last minute study seshs in

library and unreal weekends,

sad to see it come to an end.

ut outs to Mum and Dad for all

r support. I'll always be proud

ay that I am a St. Mike's man.

big or go home boys, its time

to shine.

"Roads? Where we're going, we

don't need roads." - Dr. Emmett

Brown

Thanks to my parents, teachers,

the Basilian Fathers, and my

brothers. It was good.

^nArctv ~£cmn&

"One is not born a man, one

becomes a man," and that is what

happened at St. Mike's. It's been

six years behind these walls that

have changed me to be the man

I am today. I want to thank my

family, especially my parents for

giving me the opportunity of a

lifetime. Finally, to all of the good

times I had with my friends, those

are the memories that I will never

forget. Good luck Guys!

^cott ~fcnmni:

Four great years just flew by, and

as the kid says, these will be the

best memories: Etobz, Punta

Cana '10... no buenos, that guy,'

leadership, mooching, p8 spare,

mount adversity, the 73 always

being late, that guy making a

second appearance, 9G, and the

list goes on and on. Thanks to my

parents and teachers for giving

me such a great experience, and

I wish the best of luck to everyone

in the class of 2010.

7<Zy(ln \JdUnU gristitin \MieniiM

Nietzsche once said, "One repays

a teacher badly if one remains

nothing but a pupil."

To quench this thirst for knowl-

edge I leave you all behind,

for knowledge shall not sleep,

shall not heal,

cause for war and famine,

and allow the ignorant to bleed.

Lest we sleep.

J_,ticitS \JtiUnZ.AnD

I would like to start by thanking

my parents for the opportunity to

attend St. Mike's. I wouldn't be

here if it wasn't for them. Special

thanks to my teachers, coaches,

and friends that have helped me

through each day, good or bad.

The memories I have made in

the past six years have been

unreaaaaaaaaaal. The Senior

Kerry Blues, Intramural Soccer

Champs, Grad trip in DR (HIGH

END), double spare is key, the

period 8 weight room life, the loaf

of bread from Loblaws, the Malta

Corona wager, Dynamic duo in

Media Arts, RAPTORS life, and

the Dragon factaaa. Too many

memories to say, so I leave you

with one final goodbye... "RAAHH-

HAHH!" -The Dragon.

"yiUAatas \Jettditte

Life to me is colour blind, it is

black and white, and no matter

where you go you can see the

colour of everyone. That colour is

blue. We use our brain too much

and our hands so little. I use my

hands to change my St. Mike's

clothes every day, because my

mind allows me to. Do I need to

be liked? Absolutely not. I want

to be liked. I enjoy being liked.

I have to be liked. But ifs not

like this compulsive need to be

liked, like my need to be praised.

In essence, when you put your

memories in a nutshell, or many

nutshells, all people are going to

see are nuts, even squirrels, but

you will know they are memories

forever.

^ UiainAtr XJintHfi

"Success is the sum of small

efforts, repeated day in and day

out".

Robert Collier

Day in and day out my time at St.

Mike's has been unforgettable.

Some of my favourite memories

happened within these yellow

brick walls, or while I was with you

beauties that walked these halls.

But now it's done. Is it the end?

Nahh! Thanks to what I've learned

at St. Mike's, it's just the start of

bigger and better things. Cheers

boys.

Special thanks to my parents and

my teachers throughout the years,

for giving me the opportunity to

succeed.
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You guys might not know this,

but I consider myself a bit of a

loner. I tend to think of myself as

a one-man wolf pack. But when

my sister brought Doug home, I

knew he was one of my own. And

my wolf pack... it grew by one. So

there... there were two of us in

the wolf pack... I was alone first in

the pack, and then Doug joined in

later. And six months ago, when

Doug introduced me to you guys,

I thought, "Wait a second, could

it be?" And now I know for sure, I

just added two more guys to my

wolf pack. Four of us wolves, run-

ning around the desert together,

in Las Vegas. Alan Garner (The

Hangover)

I can still remember starting grade

nine as vividly as if it were

yesterday. The last four years have

been a blur. I have done a lot

between all the camps, badminton

games, ski meets, essays, and DT

projects. I would especially like to

thank Mr. Carcasole and Father

Bill for organizing, directing and giv-

ing me my acting debut in 12

Angry Men. I would also like to

thank Mr. Barry for keeping me out

of the trap door to summer school.

Thanks to Mr. McCann for teaching

me, among other things, the impor-

tance of modem art. Finally, thank

you to my parents for giving me the

opportunity to have four years of

great memories at St. Mike's, and to

all the coaches and teachers that

make this school such a great

place.

yftikt \rpeteszU

All good things come to an en

and unfortunately my four yea

at St. Mike's are at an end. Firs

my most sincere gratitude goi

to my parents who have given

the opportunity for this educa

tion. Next, I would like to than

the teachers and friends for th

unforgettable experience. I wi

never forget all the countless

memories and friendships that I

school community has blesse'

me with. I am truly proud to be

St. Michael's man.

£ltiDt VpteU

Being able to attend SMCS, we all

have had an experience that only

a few get to have. I am proud to

forever become part of the many

great men who walked in these

halls. I have lived and learned.

It's amazing how quickly 6 years

can fly by. Thanks for some good

years boys. Appreciate and enjoy

your time here.

"Keep your dreams as you grow

older and never give up. Keep

yourself around people who want

you to succeed." - Rudy Ruettiger,

Notre Dame Legend

"^enltttHtn \j"p(uttte

Give A Man A Fish, Feed Him For

A Day

Teach A Man To Fish, Feed Him

ForA Lifetime

Teach A Man To Hussle, He'll Own

The Whole Fish Stand By The

End Of The Week

Z>erek Vpi%$Hn

I would like to thank every single

person involved in my life throughout

these five great years at St. Mike's. My

time at the school has truly changed

my life. So many great memories like

Jr. football and the speeches from

Ribarich, getting lost in Woodbridge,

rattling Heath Weir, Trentadue's

defensive huddles, Forbes' big heart

speech, Al Pacino speech, double

OT in Buffalo, 3-Peat team, the last

season as KB, Dalglish's first Buzzer

game, the jams, Schuster's jams,

Dr. D and the Sea monster, DT with

De Piero, Boost master Lumsden,

the Bonneville, English class with

Mr. Stokes, the weight room, soccer

intramurals, the mains, the Blue

Lagoon, zeewees, being smarter than

Barker, TONUS, Athlete of the Week,

Walsh's quotes, THE BEAR, being

part of track, the few ladies we all met

along the way, and bleeding double

blue. D-Rock

ZbaviA Vtfit&on

Went into St. Mike's unsure ai

not knowing what to expect, b

came out with my head held hi:

a new purpose, and friends I'

never forget. Thank you to all t

teachers that made this amazii

experience possible, especiall

the music department that ha:

taught me so much. Chase th<

dream, not the competition.
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hey say high school is where

u figure out who you are, and

an think of no better place to

so than at St. Mike's. Thanks,

SMCS.

To the Boys, thanks for all of the times.

From the Gr. 8 class shenanigans

and the weekend endeavors, to the

official house christen and MTL '10.

To all those ridiculous words and the

endless chirping that never got old.

The list goes on and on.

Thanks to those teachers that got me

through those tough times: Callaghan,

Arseneau, Frescura, Carcasole, De

Piero, Klassen, Csenge, and the oth-

ers that I've missed.

And finally, to my parents. Thank You.

So as I look back from the first pep

rally of Gr. 7, to the final Prom Week-

end with the boys, these memories

will stay with me for the rest of my

life. Thanks St. Mike's, I've grown so

much.

As we take a step forward in our

lives every day becomes our past.

Each one of us will begin on a

different path, and for many, our

paths will not cross. But what we

have formed over the past several

years are memories. So remem-

ber remember the experiences

we shared and the friendships we

made because twenty years from

now when you're looking back on

your life, you'll want to remember.

Firstly, I would like to thank

my parents for giving me the

oppurtunity to attend StMike's. I

would also like to thank the staff,

teachers, and Basilian Fathers

for guiding me into becoming a

true St. Michael's man. The time

spent within these yellow bricks is

coming to an end, but as it nears

I realize that I have learned so

much. St. Mike's has developed

my character and values, surely

preparing me for the long road

ahead. Thanks to all of my friends

for helping me through this

journey and thank you St. Mike's

for giving me an experience I will

never forget or regret.

"Alas, I don't know half of you half

as well as I should like, and I like

less than half of you half as well

as you deserve.

I bid you all farewell, and hand-

in-hand with the moon, I turn to

the stars."

(Jeffrey ^M^
)ang, having to write this right

er March Break was a surprise.

Hmm, how to summarize my

ears here... simply said, it gets

jetter as you get higher in the

ade. 4A Spare and 4B Lunch is

mazing. The teachers here are

)reat people. Working in the li-

ary is awesome. I will always be

s Anime Club dictator. 4 years of

jsic and rehearsals. Vienna was

ol. The friends I've met here are

eally something. Kinda makes

ne regret I'm leaving. Nah who

n I kidding, thank God I'm gone!

MCS was a blast. A lot of tough

mes, seriously annoying times,

jo. But wow, some experience.

Take care, farewell, good-bye,

iayonara and everything else. I

von't be back! Off to university.

Well boys, it's hard to believe four

years have come and gone. I'm

sure we all have a million stories

to tell about the times we've had

here, I know I do. I also know that

St. Mike's has been one hell of an

experience, and I will always be

proud to say I bleed double blue.

Cheers boys.
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Most Likely to Cure Cancer?

64% GORLEWSKI

18% BARKER

18% TAM

Most Likely to Teach at SMCS?

iVa

94%

6% STUDER

BARRY

Who has the Most Flow?

47% HAWRIGG

27% OSINCHUK

25% KEEGAN

Who Cops the Most Fitteds ?

50% FRASCA

STUDER

10% DEL MEDICO

Most Likely to Become Famous?

CHRIS GEORGE

WIGGAN

Note: Only students who placed in the top three will be displayed.



'ho Does the Best Teacher Impressions?

BURLON

CLUNE

Most Likelv to be on the Bachelor-

Who Throws the Best Jams?

#k

75% CHELEY

CARMONA-MURPHY

(7% BIRTLES

Most Likely to Become a Basilian?

63% TAYLOR

25% DAWGLISH

6% KIYOSHI

Most Likelv to be "That Guy"?

51% MARSILI

LOPARCO

Most Likelv to be a Superhero?

94% BUZZIN

6% PARK

63% TAMBURRI

MORETTIN

11% COZZA

Most Likelv to Live Off Their Wife?

33%

* — —

_

MALENICA

WEBSTER

CLARKE

Most Likely to Live in Wood bridge?

37% BAXA

14% BRAGA

14% DAWGLISH

Most Likelv to be a Bodybuilder?

RUFFALO

SHERIFF

11% MAGRI

Biggest Bromance?

100%

JACKSON
AND

PATRICIAN
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rom remains a pivotal moment in every graduating student's life as it rounds out the ideal high school experi-

ice. Students reap in the rewards of a hard year's work with a celebration to commemorate the entire high

:hool experience with fellow graduates. Prom was held at the Liberty Grand on June 18, 2010, where students

1

it their best foot forward and made a night to remember. A special thank you goes out to the student government

and teachers involved in planning these festivities.
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I'll be honest, last night I had trouble sleeping

because I was nervous about today. It wasn't as much

for this speech but I was more nervous about whether or

not you would be able to see me over the podium.

Good afternoon Basilian Fathers, teachers, staff, family,

friends, and my fellow brothers of St. Michael's. We did

it boys. We made it.

Whether it was 6 or 4 or even 1 year ago, each

William Mpw of us ma(ie a clec 'sion to attend ^ Michael's College
William INcvy

School not fully understanding how this decision would

Grade 1 2 Valedictorian affect our lives. I'm sure one of the first thoughts on

most of our minds was that we were about to attend a

school with no girls and therefore we could finally focus on our schoolwork. Regardless as to your personal

reasons for deciding to attend St. Mike's, that decision has allowed all of us to be here today and it is time to

celebrate as the graduating Class of 2010.

A wise teacher at St. Michael's once told me, "St. Michael's is unique from every other school. Be-

cause the most important things that you learn at St. Michael's cannot be found in a textbook." What we

have all learned in these yellow brick walls is truly something that you cannot learn anywhere else. Tradition

is something that is passed on. Tradition is what brings us all together. Tradition is St. Mike's.

From our Hokiety Choiks, to our dominance in pretty much everything, to our Catholic spirituality, to

academic excellence, to the rivalries we have with every other private school, we have all lived the tradition.

And we are all proud of it. And as those did before us, we have passed it on.

St. Mike's has allowed each of us to excel in whatever activities we chose to join. Whether it was aca-

demics, athletics, the arts, or any of our several extracurricular activities, St. Mike's has offered it to us all.

Many of us have even had the opportunity to travel the world to places like Chicago, New York, Austria and

even Ukraine, representing both our school and country. St. Mike's has given us so much and made so much

possible. But who has been responsible for St. Mike's being able to give us these opportunities?

First, I'd like all of us to acknowledge our teachers. For without these wonderful people, our experi-

ences here would not have been the same. For without the relationships we have developed with them, then

championships might not have been won or essays might never have been completed. But more importantly

for many of us, our relationships with our teachers have developed into what I know will be lasting friend-

ships and we know we will always cherish our memories of them. For at St. Michael's, our teachers are so

much more than the people that teach your academics but they are the people who have helped mold from

what was once us "niners" into the St. Michael's men we are today. All those days of wondering if your teach-



s will notice that your top button's undone or that you're wearing white socks or you have a manly 5 o'clock

ladow at 8:30 in the morning, has helped us grow into men. The next stage of our lives is approaching and

icause of our teachers we are all prepared to meet the future. For that we thank you.

Next, I would like all of us to acknowledge the Basilian Fathers. The Basilian Fathers are truly the rock

Don which this school was built. Their spirituality and guidance has helped us mature into the caring, spin-

al and virtuous men we are today. What is virtue? "Virtue is a moral quality of strength which prompts one

do a good deed." And yes boys, I think most of us will be able to remember that for the rest of our lives. We

ave learned so much in the hands of the Basilian Fathers and I think we can all agree that we have been

iught "Goodness, Discipline and Knowledge." They have given us the chance to carry these qualities for-

ard into our lives and into our communities. Thank you Basilian Fathers.

We also need to acknowledge our families and friends. For all of us have been given the chance to

[tend St. Michael's and we should understand stand it is not a right but it has been a privilege. For all of us

ould not be here today if it wasn't for the never-ending support and in many cases, personal sacrifice of our

imilies. Without the guidance of these people, we might have been lost. And for that we are all truly thankful.

Finally, we need to acknowledge each other, the brothers of this graduating class. I can say with ab-

ilute certainty that all of us here have supported each other through the good times and the bad times,

hether it was on the field, in the classroom, up at camp or just living the dream, we have always been there

f each other. That is what makes this graduating class so unique. It doesn't matter what part of the GTA you

e from or what you background is but what only matters to us is that you're a St. Michael's Man through

id through. For once a St. Michael's Man, always a St. Michael's Man.

So as I conclude this speech because I didn't have time to finish this morning, I'm now just winging it...

st kidding. I would like, again, for all of us to remember all those who have been on this journey with us, it's

;en a good ride, one that will never be forgotten. Like I said, "We did it boys" and now it's time to celebrate.

)r we will all Bleed Double Blue forever.

Thank you.

T771
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Matthew De Santis

Editor-in-Cheif

RBOOK
Working on this year's school yearbook helped me realize how

many countless hours are needed to bring this book to life. In doing

so, I was able to gain a new perspective on how much spirit is im-

bued within the school. A yearbook is more than pictures and words,

but rather a historical document which helps us reminisce on our

past and look towards the future. It shows future generations of St.

Michael's men what life was once like at the school. What I will truly

treasure from this experience are the lessons and skills learnt. More-

over, it was an honour to produce The Tower's 100th Edition and to

help perserve this school's longstanding tradition of excellence.

Thanks must be given to those who have contributed to the

development of this yearbook. In particular, I would first like to thank

Fr. Zinger for his incredible photos, which set the framework for the

yearbook. Furthermore, to the William New, David Mauti and Lucas

Porco who helped fill in the gaps with their photos. To Julian Fra-

sca, for his help with the grad survey. Recognition is due to Daniel

Garbicz for his design of the yearbook cover. Moreover, to Grant

Gonzales, Terri Dietrich from Friesens, and Mr. De Pellegrin for their

guidance in completing the yearbook. To my brother Robert De San-

tis, thank you for researching and writing the articles, which helped

enrich the yearbook. Finally, to my family for their love and support.

My hope for this yearbook is to allow people to remember and

revisit the special times they had otherwise forgotten. Looking at the

yearbook as whole, what truly breathes life into these pages are the

people who make up the school's community. Students, teachers,

staff, parents and alumni are responsible for these memories and

thus, I dedicate this book to them.

Best Regards,

Matthew De Santis ( Editor-in-Cheif)

Friesens
Tho Yeoiboek Carpany










